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HANCOCK SUPERIOR COURT

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Hancock Superior Court opened at
Editor
Ellsworth Tuesday with Justice Wil
WM. O. FULLER
liam H. Fisher of Augusta, presiding,
Ass'ciate Editor
Court officers, nominated by Sheriff
FRANK A WINSLOW
Subscriptions 83 00 per year payable ln Harold R. Hodgkins, were: Chaplain,
advance; single copies three cents
Advertising rstes based upon circula Rev. Errold R. Farrar; messenger,
tion and very reasonable
Richard Adams; deputies, Laurence
NEW8PAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
in 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab Hodgkins, Richard Carroll and Allen
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
In 1882. The Free Prese was established Bulter. Fred Wilson is stenographer
ln 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to
The grand Jury
the Tribune. These papers consolidated for this session.
March 17, 1897
went into session with approximately
15 criminal cases introduced by
1 County Attorney Norman Shaw. The
•••
Souls are not converted by
preaching ns much as by personal
foreman of the jury is Daniel Har♦ work—Richard K. McDowell.
— ! ring of Ellsworth, and the secretary
j is Simeon H. Goss of Stonington.

I
This agency has won a name for itself as a
dependable source of dependable insur
ance. We’d like to tell you some of the ad
vantages you would have if you placed
your insurance problems in our hands.
Shall we call—or will you? Phone us or
send a post card.

E. C. MORAN CO., INC.
Insurance Counselors
425 Main St.
Phone 98

FOOTBALL
Skowhegan vs. Rockland High
COMMUNITY PARK—2.30 O’CLOCK

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 18

REOPENING DANCE-OCEAN VIEW
THURSDAY NIGHT, SEPT. 23
GEO. ROGERS and his WINDSOR CLUB ORCH.
SATURDAY NIGHT—WANITA GUPTILL and her SWINGSTERS

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, September 16, 1937

THE REBEKAH FAIR

A NEW MILESTONE

Booths All Did a Rushing Ex-Senator Obadiah Gardner
Celebrates His EightyBusiness — Some of the

Seventh Birthday

Lucky Ones

The annual fair of Miriam Re- j Hon. Obadiah Gardner , former
bekah Lodge held at I.O.O.F. hall ! United States Senator, observed his
Tuesday proved very, successful under \ 87th birthday Monday at the home
the chairmanship of Mrs. Addie of his daughter, Mrs. Clarence S.
Beverage, 93 Western avenue, Sun
Brown.
The hall was very prettily deco day, Mr. Gardner and his family
rated by Mrs. Rana Robinson. The were guests at a birthday dinner
beano table in charge of Mrs. Lina party at the home of his son, Albert
Carroll was the center of attraction. K. Gardner, in Orono. He received
The quilt in the booth of Mrs. Maude many callers and messages of con
Cables was awarded to Mrs. Prances gratulations throughout tne aay.
Obadiah Gardner, whose ancestors
Morse.
On the miscellaneous table, in were Maine people, was bom in
charge of Mrs. Florence Havener, Birchville, Michigan, near Port
was a buffet set which went to Mrs. Huron, Sept. 13, 1850, the son of
Ada Brewster. Little Lois Rollins John and Mary Stevens Gardner.
was the lucky one to get the basket' He received his education in Michiot homemade candy at the candy (8an anc*
East111311 s Business Colbooth in charge of Mrs. Lena Rollins. 'e8e in Poughkeepsie, N. Y. He then
"Grabs,'' in charge of Mrs. Blanche j returned to Maine, when he graduFaies. was the place to find the "Kid- | ate<J from Coburn Classical Institute
dies" when they were wanted. Mrs. Jn Waterville Maine, and from the
Edith Richards had a very nice as- Eastman Business College in New
sortment of fancy handkerchiefs on York. On Dec. 15, 1875. he maitied
Corinna A. Sherer at Rockland,
her table.
The supper, in charge of Mrs- where they resided for 57 years, until
Helen Paladino, caused a recess at the Mrs. Gardner's death in 1932.
Mr. Gardner was engaged in the
booths, as it was another one of
lumber and lime business and farmthose good “Rebekah suppers.’
The entertainment in the evening,' ln8 ln Rockland,
ir. charge of Mrs. Ida Huntley, con- j Always an ardent supporter of the
sisted of dances by Ruth Robinson r Grange, he served as master of the
and the Thompson sisters, Cynthia! Blaine State Grange for 10 years,
Brown George Sleeper and Verona , from 1897 to 1907. He retains his inand Charlotte Murphy. Mrs. Sleeper forest and has spoken at numerous
was at the piano for the dance of Grange meetings throughout the
George Sleeper and Cynthia Brown State during the past year
Interested in State and National
and Mrs. Ida Huntley played for
affairs. Obadiah Gardner was Demo
the other dancers.
cratic candidate for Governor of
Used Cars For Sale. R. G. Shubbuck. Maine in 1908, being defeated by
Harry C. Rogers, agent. South Wal Gov. Bert Fernald. He was appoint
doboro.
109*111 ed chairman of the Maine Board of
Assessors, April 1, 1911, and served
until Sept. 13, 1911, when he was ap
FRESHMAN RECEPTION pointed United States Senator and
THOMASTON; HIGH SCHOOL
served at Washington until 1913 to
fill the unexpired term of Senator
FRIDAY NIGHT. 7.30
William P. Frye of Lewiston, •de
Dance Afterwards
ceased.
Admission 15c and 25c
Ex-Senator Gardner was appoint
lll-lt
ed by President Wilson as member of
the U. S. Committee of the Interna
GRAND
tional Joint Commission for the set
tlement of questions arising on the
boundary waters between the U. S.
and Canada, serving as chairman
NEW
seven and a half years. He was re
appointed by President Harding,
serving in all, nine years. He re
SPRING ST.. ROCKLAND
tired from national life in 1923. He
SATURDAY NIGHT
Is a past noble grand of Knox Lodge,
Vic Hunter and his Orch. I. O.O.F., in Rockland.
of Atlantic City
Mr. Gardner, who enjoys good
Dancing 9 to 1.
Admission 40c
health, although his eyesight has
lll’lt
failed some, travels much, visiting his
son at Orono, his many friends in
Rockland and elsewhere in the State.
He recalls that his birth date anni
versary is the same as the late Presi
dent Woodrow Wilson and Gen. John
J. Pershing. He retains an active
interest in National and State af
fairs going often to the State House
where he is always a regular attend
ant
at the Legislative sessions and
A customer came in the other
hearings.
day and fitted his boy out for
Knox County friends add their
school. When we totalled the bill
congratulations.
he said in pleased surprise. "That

OPENING DANCE

Arcade Ballroom

AT COMMUNITY BUILDING
ROCKLAND

MONDAY-TUESDAY, SEPT. 20-21

The Circus
An Amateur Theatre Guild Production

100 LOCAL PEOPLE 100
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hilarious Comedy About the Circus
Dancing Choruses As the Ponies
See the German Band
Hollywood Midget Stars
The Bearded Lady and. Maudie the Monkey
Clowns, Acrobats, Dancers'
Sponsored By The Elks Club Charity Fund
Adults, 40c; Children under 12, 25c
Exchange Your Advance Tickets For Reserved Seats
At Chisholm's Beginning Friday. Sept. 17

KIDDIES’ MATINEE MONDAY 4 O’CLOCK, 15c

SEPTEMBER
SPECIAL!

THE

4 GOOD NEWS”
STORE

is good news."

It is the policy of this store to
give high quality goods at thr low
est possible cost—a combination
that in the long run works out
well for patron and store alike—
and maintains our name as the
“Good News” Store.

"LINDSEYS”
Formerly Levi Seavey Clothing
Store
WATTS BLOCK,
THOMASTON

PROFESSIONAL

ELECTRIC WELDER
John W. Marshall
Training at Westinghouse School
and Ten Years' Experience

676 Main St.

Rockland

Formerly M. S. Dick Welding Shop

Rockland Phone 116
or residence, Warren, 2-11

111-113

NORTH KNOX

PERMANENT WAVE
Regular S5.00

$3.00
Visit our fine modem shop. Every
thing up-to-the-minute
Beauty Culture

fitUiauuVuWm&fon
AND BARBER SHOP

284-286 MAIN ST. - PHONE 826

ROCKLAND. HE.

FAIR
UNION, MAINE

SEPTEMBER 28-29-30
ONE OF MAINE’S TRUE AGRICULTURAL
FAIRS!

$4,000.00 IN PRIZES
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS, CATTLE SHOW
FANCY WORK AND

POULTRYMEN—DAIRYMEN!

4-H CLUBS AND GRANGE EXHIBITS

Streteh your dollars by patronizing the new Co-operative Grain &
Feed Store, New County Road. We handle a eomplete line of United
Farmers' and Elmore Feeds at attractive prices. A small additional
charge for delivering.

HORSE AND OXEN PULLING
HORSE RACING, LEGALIZED BETTING
FIREWORKS

UNITED CO-OPERATIVE FARMERS, INC.
New County Road
Rockland, Maine
Telephone 1144
lO0&lll*Thl2S

i u-tr
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THREE CENTS A COPY

TH£ VACATI()N Qf SALZEDO

Ml ABOARD FOR ELKS CIRCUS

Yes, It’s Busy, But He Wears No Tie, Smells Salt Leon White Heads Splendid Cast For Rockland
Club’s Great Show Of Sept. 20-21
Spray and Sees Northern Lights
By Gladys St. Clair Heistad

The writer of Realm of Music is
often put in a quandary, and such
was the case after the recent Camden
concert when the question was asked:
"Who is, or was, Olaf Bolm?"—re
fer: ing to Carlos Salzedo's composi
tion "Prelude to Olaf Bolm" played
on the program by the composer him
self- The "Olaf" sounded suspiciously
Scandinavian, but no Scandinavian
literature available
produced any
Olaf Bolm. so I decided the only way
tc obtain the Information was by con
sulting Salzedo himself. This I did,
and back came a charming note say-

painted yellow to catch and hold the
sunshine.
Salzedo's chamber is in green—
one of those soft yet definite greens,
combined with gray. A stunning and
most unusual tall lamp in steel gray
beside the bed caught my fancy.
Prom the windows is a marvelous
view, wide out over the harbor on
two sides. Glimpses of other bed
rooms showed the use of yellow in
fascinating ways, one bedroom done
in old-fashioned things which include
quaint quilted counterpanes and a
bureau with fine old drop pulls. There

The cast for the the circus, with Sir Peter Van Mil
Elks' Show “The Cir- dew played by Ray Ludwick, and nis
'QhBt ous" under the per- mother Lady Van (Lillian Thurs
sonal direction of Miss ton). These two form the comedy
Miranda of the Ama- high spots of the evening, Lee
teur Theatre Guild of Morse plays the role of Zacharius
Boston has now been Peabody, Bob's eccentric uncle and
completed. All these Cliff Conary is the country constable
people have been who looks for last jools.
Important parts are carried by
working industriously to make this
Lou Cook as Pete the ticket taker,
show an outstanding success.
Jack Hapworth as the Ring-master
As previously stated Leon White I and Victoria Anastaslo as Bettina,
will play the role of Bob Strong, who J the donkey's mistress and trainer.
has been left a circus by his father.
The Midgets are Jennie and Betty
Hermatius Cloverly called Squeak, Staples, Betty O'Brien, Beverly Co
and played by Eddie Kendrick., takes gan , Vina Delmonlco and Ralph
the part of Bob's life-long chum.
Stone.
John Mazzeo is playing the part of
The chorus girls are: Barbara
the bearded lady, who is desperately Derry, leader, Barbara Murray,
In love with Squeak. Margie the Felice Perry, Winifred Dimick. Bev
peanut vendor, also in love with erly Bowden. Ruth Thomas, Cath
Squeak, is played by Dorothle Hanie. erine Delano, Virginia Haskell, Har
More amusing difficulties are pre riet Wooster, Josephine and Anna
sented by Bobo (Arthur Jordon» the Pellicane. Dorothy Sherman,, Jean
clown in love with Togo (Edith Kel Clukey, Maxine Perry and Norma
ler).
Havener.
To further build the comedy to a
Rehearsals are coming along ln
frenzied pitch George Sleeper plays grand style and the cast report the
the highly excitable Italian balloon show to be a laugh riot from start to
man, Tony whose balloons are con finish.
tinually going poo. Virginia Clov
It will be presented at Community
erly, played by Betty Vafiades. is the Building Monday and Tuesday, Sept.
lovely sister of Squeak, who visits 20 and 21.

— ,
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FOOTBALL OR NO FOOTBALL
The world's premier harpist and a group of his pupils

The High School is faced with a
serious problem this year in its efforts
to finance the football team. This
sport is very expensive to maintain.
It costs nearly $50 per boy for suitable
equipment. A boy must be well
clothed in order to prevent injuries
and make him feel that he is as well
fitted out as the boys from other
schools.
There is an unusual lack of interest
in football in Rockland. This indif
ference exists both in the general
public and the student body of the
school The school authorities feel

that the time has come when thia
activity must exist or cease to func
tion on its own merits. Unless there
ts a noticeable increase in the support
of the team the boys will turn in
their equipment after Saturday's
game with Skowhegan.
Season tickets are on sale at a very
reasonable price. If you want 50 boys
to enjoy clean, healthful competition,
buy a season ticket for this fall's
schedule.
Rockland High plays Skowhegan
High at Community Park Saturday
afternoon See that our boys get a
good send-off.

UPS AND DOWNS

MISS JONES GOES

ing that the story of Olaf Bolm. who j is ar. attic roomy and light and airy,
is really and truly a living person, is the walls bearing pictures and auto
a eelightful one which he would tell graphs collected in many parts of the
I
me if I would come to his home.
| worldSo last Sunday afternoon I was j The entire house conveys such a
privileged to visit Salzedo and know feeling of rest and relaxation. All un
ing that the account will find many necessary detail has been eliminated.
interested readers. I shall tell you One could sense at once that Salzedo
about it, including therein, of course, had thought out the interior step by j
the story of Olaf Bolm.
step with care, long deliberation and
Mr. Salzedo's summer home is on great Intelligence. It Is the perfect
Marine avenue in Camden, close to setting for him—to see him. to hear
the shore, set in a quiet secluded spot his compositions, to see him move
ideal for study, teaching and com and hear him talk, one cannot picture
position. The site commands a wide him in any other frame than his own
sweeping view of the harbor, and last house provides.
Sunday it was especially lovely with
But now we are back in the sutdy.
a brisk wind tossing the deep blue Salzedo himself is slender, quicklywaves and sending along at a lively moving. graceful, suggesting the com
pace a score or more of the grace bination of French and Spanish In Literally Described By Guest
Speaker Simmonds At the
ful Finn boats.
feature and complexion. He has dark
I was ushered by a maid into the hair, quizzical dark eyes. His voice
Lions Meeting
hall of a modernistic house—a hall is low pitched and he speaks with
done ln a deep rather vivid blue quite some accent which is entirely
Variety is not only the spice of
combined with black, and then into a right with hls personality.
life but ot service club lectures.
• • • •
small reception room where the color
Very much out of the usual was the
Olaf
Bolm
was
our
first
subject,
scheme was rose and gray. A lovely
room whose utter simplicity con Olaf Bolm is the 17-year-old son of talk given to te Rockland club yes
Russian
veyed at once a feeling of restfulness, Adolphe Bolm, famous
quietude, charm. A long narrow rose dancer, classmate and friendly rival terday by Charles R. Simmonds.
rug on a gray floor, rose curtains of a of Nijinskl who was one of the great under the title of "Vertical Trans
slightly deeper shade than the softly est dancers Russia has produced and portation."
tinted walls, gray casings, wicker a close friend of Salzedo's over many
Mr Simmonds is a native of Penn
chairs of a neutral type, a gray years. The Bolms and Salzedo. too.
sylvania,
and was a resident of Phil
bench-like table bearing two or three were close friends, and when little
Olaf
arrived
on
the
scene,
Salzedo
adelphia
for more than 40 years.
important-looking magazines, a small
shelf bearing four—or was it five? was not in the mood to send to the Seven years ago he came to Jeffer
—small glass globes with sprays of fond mother the conventional gift of son for a week's vacation and stayed
so-called “Wandering Jew" trailing flowers or what-not, so wrote "Pre
lude to Olaf" and went and played it a month. The next year he re
down over.
• • • •
for the mother and her new-born turned for three months, and liked
A door softly opened off the hall babe.
Maine and Maine people so well that
and Salzedo came quickly into the
Thc mother listened to the powerful he has been here ever since. For 43
room—a cordial greeting, a warm crashing tones, the dissonances, the
years he has been in the employ of
smile and "Won't you come into my warring harmonies, and exclaimed:
study? Another beautiful room—soft "How can you know Olaf's life will be the Otis Elevator Co., and for a long
yellows—soundproof and scientifically like that?” Evidently it alarmed her time has been installing engineer.
illuminated as is the entire house. The somewhat, but Salzedo stressed the
A talk about elevators is natur
grand piano and large desk bespeak point that lt signified power at least, ally associated with skyscrapers and
ing work and study in their litter of and on that point the Prelude was he took his listeners to New York for
music and papers; the beautiful harp proudly accepted and dedicated to
locale. The Woolworth Building was
which becomes such an eloquent the newcomer. Only once since that
spokesman under Salzedo's artistic time has Salzedo seen Olaf—then he New York’s tallest structure for a
fingers; a gorgeous panel painting was eight years old—but a winter or long time, then the Chrysler Building
marked “Buoy 1932." and in one so ago the composer played the Pre and finally the Empire State Build
niche a bookcase bearing a shelf on lude over the radio giving the story ing with its 102 floors, two of which
which are many souvenirs brought ir. connection with it- Father and are beneath the surface The build
back from last winter's Mexican trip son heard the broadcast in California ing is 1252 feet tall, and a weight
—quaint carvings, relics unearthed and wired their felicitations to Sal of 10,500,000 pounds Is carried by its
from the burial of centuries, a piece zedo. Olaf is now 17 and Salzedo columns.
Into the construction
of Mexico's famous pyramid, an ex wonders if the power signified in the entered 10,000.000 bricks and 730
quisite piece of blue pottery.
Prelude dedicated to him at his birth tons of steel. There are 17,000,000
Out talk was in the study; but flrst Ls beginning to be present.
feet of telephone and telegraph wire.
• • * •
let's take a peep at the rest of the
The regular population of the Em
I might say here that Olaf is a pire State Building is 25,000, and
house. The dining room is fascina
ting—a warm glowing room in red common name in Russia. Salzedo told into lt go 60.000 transients. Engineers
and brown A long red table with me, but I am wondering if It is a of vertical transportation make such
small end tables of brown; unique hang-over from the Viking settle a structure possible, and its rental
wicker bench-chairs of red along ments made in that vast country so value depends upon the elevator serv
either side of the table, the end chairs many centuries ago. There were ice. Many problems are presented.
of brown. The walls are red. the many Olafs in those Viking days.
Signal control governs the elevator
draperies in shades of red and brown. Salzedo talked so interestingly of sysem. which is automatic ln every
A red dish closet with piano-hinged Nijinskl who has been a mental case respect. The elevators work on split
doors, one shelf with cleverly ar in a sanitorium in Switzerland for seconds, traveling 1200 feet a minute.
ranged compartments for flat sil several years. He spoke feelingly of From the first to the 80th floor is
ver; bits of lovely china and lustre, the great friendship that had existed done in 50 seconds.
in the latter an exquisite set of cups between them, touched upon the won
The speaker classed the old hy
and saucers from France—just what derful talent the dancer possessed, draulic elevators as too expensive
shade I cannot describe, but sort of and also of the friendship and admir and gave an interesting description
a gray. Salzedo said it intrigued him ation held for Nijinskl s wife Romola of the modern type, which has never
to know just what to use with these who remains devoted and loving dur had a single accident. His descrip
cups and saucers—silver would not do ing this long period of trouble. It tion of the air cushion test in the
gold would not do, so he hit upon the seems back in 1932 there was a debt Woolworth Building was actually
enchanting Idea of carved ebony of $4 000 for the care of Nijinskl at fascinating.
sticks. Lovely effect, too. Off the yiis sanitorium. It had to be met;
King Lion C. Earle Ludwick was
dining room is a large porch for out there was no money. Romola Nijln- obliged to leave early, and the busi
door meals. One large side wall Ls
(Continued on Page Eight)
ness meeting was presided over

Employe of Local Bank Get*
Civil Service Position In
Washington, D. C.
Miss Nathalie A. 'jones, who has

been a member of the Knox County

Trust Company staff the past year
and a half, has been informed of her
appointment as junior stenographer

in the Internal Revenue Department.
Washington. D. C., and will report for
duty Sept. 27. Miss Jones took the
Civil Service Examination about a
year ago, and it was found that her
rank was exceptionally high.
She ls a graduate of Rockland High
School and the Ballard Business
College, Rockport in both of which
Institutions she had a most enviable
record. She is a member of the
Rubinstein Club and assistant su
perintendent of the Congregational
Sunday School. Miss Jones is adaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Albert C.
Jones of Talbot avenue, and a grand
daughter of the late Arnold H. Jones
who was intensely devoted to her as
a child.
by the immediate past president
Frank A. Tirrell Jr.
Carl H. Duff of the Rotary Club
was a guest.
It was voted to donate $10 to the
4-H Clubs for prizes.
Ir. the attendance contest there
were 18 Indians and 11 Scouts.
Lion Cleveland Sleeper Jr., made
the Interesting and welcome an
nouncement th*t the Qpmmunlty
Chest campaign had gone over the
top by $200.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to Hve again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least onca
a week The loss of these tastes ls a
lots of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
CHANT OF TIIE BOX CARS

Consigned for lading, marked for repairs.
Wc bustle about the world's affairs.
Like the roadbeds, having our ups and
downs.
We rock through meadows, we clank
through towns.
In a thousand, thousand obscure parades
We gride down valleys, we climb long
grades
Through fields that smell of the freshturned sod.
Through the tasseled corn and the golden
rod
The cattle lift their heads as we pass;
The sheep gaze up from their closecropped grass.
Shunted, side-tracked, laden again.
Fulfilling the service required of men.
Under cloudy or blue-spred skies
We go with our loads of merchandise:
While the roadbed roars and the whistles
call
And Ihe signaling lanterns rise and fall!
- Harry Kempt

The Courier-Gazette

The Pen That Makes Writing a Pleasure

SPECIAL SESSION

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

E. E. Light Rises Indignantly
See then, that ye walk circumspect
To Declare That It’s Not
ly, not as fools, but as wise.—
Eph. 5:15.
Needed
Union. Sept. 1
Rockland has no insane hospital
but there were six mad men at the Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Junction of Union and Willow streets
The recent announcement that
early this morning. And you would Gov. Barrows will call a special
have been mad. too. The six men in
session of the Legislature “soon" to
question were employes of the Cen
tral Maine Power Company and had provide funds, in some way. to
been summoned from their blissful finance the old-age assistance law,
dreams by a 1 'midnight emergency and proposed school improved re-or
call. Tlie neoessary repairs were ganized project sponsored by the
made, and the six men trooped back Ccpartment of Education, causes one
to the service building, happy in the' to submit some reflections, on the
thought that thev would soon resume cour£e of Pwt eventJS' and the Probtheir snoozing. But not one of the able results likely to follow the assix parked cars would start. Some ambling of the Legislature ln special
fiend in human form had syphoned [session.
t
off all the gas. The neighborhood
The membership of such a session.
was suddenly startled by a chorus *111 *
same' both individually
none too harmonious It was the and collectviely. as that of the reguEextet from Lucia, only this time the!lar ^ssion of last winter announced
song was—"We Won’t Get Home Un- supporters, during the campaign for
«n
their election in the fall of 1936, for
til Morning.
the law, already on the statutes, to
provide old age assistance. And at
The Northend boatbuilding con the close of session funds were ear
tagion is said to have been communi marked, to support the educational
cated to Chester Stewart, who is project, of the Department of Edu
planning to build a 24-foot power cation at the capitol at Augusta.
boat this winter. There are many
That would require an added ex
callers at the shop back of Commo pense of hundreds of thousands of
dore "Pinky" Burkett's where Ivan dollars, regardless of the economic
Rackliffe is building twin knock conditions of thousands of farmers
abouts. Each craft has a 6-foot and real estate owners, who were just
beam, and the rubbernecks are won emerging from a five-year depression
dering how Rackliffe is going to get of unexampled severity, among whom
them through a door which is only were jong lists o{ <jeiinqUent taxpaythree feet wide. So many questions crs jn every town, striving to meet
have been asked that the desperate current expenses and annual tax
builder lias finally hung up a sign levles wlth conditins such that there
which asks callers not to talk to the is no prospect in sight of "catchingmotorman—or something like that. up,” or escaping of "dragging a

WALDO THEATRE

“MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY"
TELEPHONE WALDOBORO 100
Daylight Saving Time

THl'RS.-FRI., SEPT. 16-17

Special Matinees 2.30
Evenings Seven and Nine
FRANCES FARMER
EDW ARD ARNOLD
CARY GRANT
JACK OAKIE

MAINE COLLEGE FOOTBALL
Here are the hcmc games of the four Maine Colleges:
Sept. 25—Rhode Island at Orono; Union at Waterville.
Oct. 2—No gamer in Maine with Maine colleges.
Oct. 9—New Hampshire at Orono; Lowell Textile at Waterville;
Wesleyan at Brunswick: .Arnold at Lewiston.
Get. 16—Arnold at Oror.o.
Oct. 23—Bowdcin vs. Cclby at Brunswick; Bates vs. Maine at
Lc wiston.
Oct. 30—Maine vs. Colby at Waterville; Bowdoin vs. Bales at

Emncwick.
Ncv. 6—Ecwdcin vc. Maine, at Orono.
Nov. 11—Colby vs. Bates, at Waterville.

“The Toast Of New York”
The life story of Jim Fisk
SATURDAY ONLY, SEPT. 18

Matinee 2.30
Evenings Seven and Nine

“New Faces of 1937”
with
JOE PENNER. PARKYAKARKUS
HARRIET HILLIARD
MILTON BERLE
And 100 “New Faces”

SUNDAY ONLY. SEPT. 19

Evening Seven and Nine
JESSIE MATTHEWS

in

“GANGWAY”
also a featurette in technicolor
SYBIL JASON

in
“THE LITTLEST DIPLOMAT”
MON.-TUES~ SEPT. 20-21
No Matinee

Evening Seven and Nine
LORETTA YOUNG,
DON AMECHE
in

ROCKLAND’S FOES

AN AGRICULTURAL FAIR

Here’s a Line on the Old
Town and Gardiner Foot
ball Elevens

Distinctly agricultural is the
.rnual fair of the North Knox So
ciety which will be held in Union
(lie last three days of this month.
Many other so-called agricultural
Rockland High plays Old Town at
fairs in Maine have simmered
Community Park. Oct. 16. From up down to “hoss” racing, but at
river comes word that the Canoe Union you have plenty of the
City has a squad of 35 and is show latter plus plenty of (he former,
ing much enthusiasm. On its sched- | the agricultural and horticul
tural exhibit there has few if any
ule are such teams as Brewer, Ban
•uperiors in the State, and the
gor, Dexter and Orono.
exhibitors have plenty of incen
• • • •
Gardiner High which plays here tive through the cash premiums
■ mounting to approximately $4000.
Oct. 29. lacks reserve strength, par
ticularly at the ends and ln the guard Those who fail to visit the hall
positions. Ernie Dionne, veteran of while the fair is in progress are
two campaigns, will be at one of the missing cne of the most gratifying
tcaturcs.
There are premium,
guard positions this fall, and Bailey
promoted from the Jayvees, may be rot cnly for fancy work, 4-H
the starter on the other side of cen Hubs, Granges, and farm exhi
ter, but there aren't many to replace | bits, but for drawing by horses
these two if they leave the game , and oxen, and for dairy rattle.

Lauriston Race, a regular guard las;
year, has quit football.
There are three good tackles at Gar-1
lengthening chain behind.”
I
-----------------BRYANT-KIMBALL FAMILIES
Voters could see that no child was electorate that will be discomforting, diner High—Louis Bryar.t, veteran of!
Sidney Cullenfs automobile wad
destroyed by fire on the Atlantic deprived, anywhere in the State of and may result in a complete pollti- the last season; Will Eastman, a big ’ The Bryant and Kimball reunion
lad who was injured last year; and I
Highway in Waldoboro Tuesday an opportunity to obtain the rudi-' cal overthrow.
will be held at Victor Orange hall
Red
Lewis. 215 pounder of Jayvee exments
of
an
elementary
education.
“
The
mills
of
God
grind
slow,
but
afternoon Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick
Sunday, Sept. 26. Baked beans will
Eastman.
Pete
Lozier
and
who was passing the locality sum And no boy or girl within the State grand exceeding fine,” and "He perlence
be served by members here. All
Jimmy Brcwn are ether tackle post
moned the Waldoboro Fire Depart but could advance to a higher educa- rules in the affairs of men."
bring pastry.
Despite the prophecies of the wise | aspirants.
ment after a vain attempt had been tion without limit if endowed with
made to check the blaze with extin- 1 the spirit and ambition to attain lt. and mighty in our State affairs, tn
111 the backfield two lettermen
STATE OF MAINE
guishers. The work of the WaldoThe referendum submitted two recent years we have seen the peo- are left from the 1936 squad. Bob OFFICE OF SECRETARY OF STATE
Augusta. Sept 13. 1937
boro firemen enabled Mr. Cullen to questions:
'• pie instinctively reject proposals Newhouse and Normie Rogers. They
Is hereby given that a Petition
save the tires and the motor was not
First, to approve old-age assistance, urged by the rulers, who can now and Creamer lead the large group of I forNotice
the Pardon of Harold B Kaler. a
badly damaged. Mr. Cullen had ex- j Second, to endorse school re-or- doubt that the result has been to our candidates. Altogether, there are 45 convict tn the State Prison at Thomas' on. under sentence for the crime of
perienced incipient fires in the car ganization.
our good. The people of Maine will men °n the squad.
I larceny, is now pending before the Qovernoi and Council, and a hearing thereon several occasions, only to be inBut the real issue was to authorize let no man or woman knowingly famj on will be granted ln the Council Cham
ber at Augusta, on Wednesday, the
fermed at garages there was “noth- a sales tax of 1% on nearly all com- ish for food or raiment, and no child
>lxth day of October, 1937. at ten o'clock
ing the matter.”
mercial transactions,
that would *» deprived of the opportunities of
• A M.
"•
FREDERICK ROBIE,
____________
practicallyfasten an additional tax acquiring an elementary education.
Secretary of State
If a praying mantisever crawled ot milll0ns dollars on the common but they will call a halt in political
.
lll-Th-117
AAr.
gestures
and
Utopian
schemes
to
down the back of your neck you peop‘eThis was the work of the 88th Leg- develop artists and athletic stars of
would get the shock of your life.
sports and idle vampires rising in
That is, if all praying mantises are islature.
This
same
body
is
to
be
assembled
clouds from our secondary schools,
like the critter Lawrence Perry
“
soon.
”
Its
work
was
emphatically
Quoting from the Radio Address
brought back from his trip to ConKc^kliheta^ct* me™ about reje<:ted aft*r » fuU and "" d^‘ °\W
Deerlng Aug, 13 ult' he
sion.
by
the
common
people
They
said
The
enactment of laws withfour Inches over all. has a brown
back, with green edges, a sort of a saw the joker, and by their votes re- out rtie necessary cash to carry out
pinkish belly, and skinnier legs buked the lawmakers and propagan- thrtr mandates would be cowardice
IN REPLICA
in its lowest form."
than you ever saw with plus-fours dists.
Was not that just what was done
The
present
Legislature
body
has
If
ycu
lc
,k
in
thc
window
of Leighton's ycu will sec an amazing
draped over them. The praying
by the 86th Legislature during the
display cf cxzct replicas of the world's most famous diamonds, color,
mantis carefully imprisoned in a been publicly heralded as the finest
size and weight.
bcttle. may be seen at this office ever assembled in the State. It may first term of Gov. Brann? And was
unless the gun-shy proofreader
s°' individually. but as a states not the same re-enacted or continued
Ycu art invited tc come in and handle these remarkable stones
manlike assembly it failed, signally, by the last or 88th session? and now
threatens to go on a strike.
and
learn cf the reman tic story of most of the originals.
in the two issues submitted above.
to ** ^called in special session. BeBut, don’t bleak my window, for these are replicas.
~
Now with such a verdict from the causc the>' sanctioned the old-age as-I
From the year* 1899 to date meas- people with a 15-week session, wrest- s*stance law and passed the "goat"
ures nearly half a century—the i^g over scores 0( bj]^ on the above cn to the people to provide the cash
length of time which this paper has issues, ranging from the sublime to ^ba^ they could probably escape
JEWELER
been favored with the name of H the Fantastic," can we expect any- "cowardice in ite lowest form." if 1
MAIN STREET. CORNER OF WINTER,
ROCKLAND. ME.
W. Davis on its subscription list, j thing good
come out of Nazareth? sanctioned by a referendum.
I
Mr. Davis is now a resident of Win- jesus said; ..The poor wlJ1always
be Mr. Deering further says: "Every .
throp. Mass. but is well posted on wjtb you."
dollar of cash in the State Treasury
his home town doings by means of
we give a]1 our goods t0 feed ;s now allocated by a definite approthe thrice-weekly reports in these j the jndigent stm wiI1 there be..poor 1 priation for departments and institu- !
columns. Loyalty personified is the among us?”
' tions—that is, it is all earmarked, and
most fitting characterization of this
If we send every pupil to college 'that tbe State has a debt due for
former Rockland citizen.
still will there be dunces and laggards I overdrafts and expenditures, during 1
a-plenty?
j the last two years of $2,644,000, to be
A great orator once said ln eulogiz- liquidated (paid) ln the next two
Grant Demmons of San Francisco
is the guest of Dr. and Mrs. J. A. ing Abraham Lincoln, and in reply years b> emergency taxation'.”
■ ■ a and you can own a
Richan. Elm street- Mr. Demmons to illiteracy ot him that “col-: He states that "education reprewas a delegate to the American Le- leges often polished brickbats and sents one-fourth of all direct appro- 1
1938 Automatic Tuning
priations" and that they are over’
gion State Convention in Stock- dulled diamonds."
$10,000,000
a
year,
and
yet
in
the
!
ton. Calif., but business called him
The people want economy, not exface of all these sums, drawn from
Fast, and he was obliged to forego the pansion.
pleasure of attending. Grant is re
They want Frugality not more a sorely-pressed citizenry the Depart- '
gaining East for a number of days.1 Taxes, and unless those in authority ment of Education asks for an addiwith INCLINED CONTROL PANEL
meantime looking up as many of his heed the lesson taught by the late tional sum of more than half a mil-1
referendum they may be swept from llon of dollars annually to equalize |
aid friends as possible.
their present seats by an indignant j opportunities already in reach of
for only
----------------------------- - --------------------- i every student, if they be worthy to
Steamers North Haven and W. S.
succeed.
iVhite are now on their fall schedule
We submit that another session of
10% Down
with the North Haven arriving daily
our present Legislature is uncalled
except Sunday from Swan's Island,
Easy
for, and Will result in no necessary
Stonington and North Haven at 9
action, that no additional taxes;
o'clock, standard and leaving on the
Monthly
should be authorized, and our Indi- i
return at 2.15. Steamer W. S. White
gent citizens will survive, and our
Payments
arrives from Vinalhaven at 9.20.
i school privileges will suffice until the
leaving at 2.15.
people demand changes they can af_
I fofdE. E. Light
Postmaster E. C. Moran was much
interested yesterday when he read
ANOTHER "HUMAN HOG"
that Phillips H. Lord of radio fame
1936 Dodge Sedan
had bought the De Coppetti sum
1936 Ford Tudor
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
mer cottage at Newbury Neck in the
Reading Frank Beverages story of
town of Surry. Mr. Moran's in
1936 Chevrolet Coupe
the "Human Hog” in last Thurs
terest lay in the fact that the house
1935 Plymouth Sedan
day's paper, reminded me of one I
was his birthplace.
1934 Lafayette Coach
heard my aunt tell of a boy who
1934 Chevrolet Coupe
went to school with her many years
William F. Rogers, representing
1933 Chevrolet Sedan
ago. He always had apples, and was
“Editor and Publisher, The Fourth
always eating them, and one day an
1933 Chevrolet Coach
Estate" was a caller at The Courierother boy asked him for one and he
Gazette office Tuesday. Mr. Rogers is
1932 Pontiac Coupe
replied, ‘‘I ain't got but 14 and want
a native of Greenville the beautiful
1931 Ford Tudor
BIG TRADE-IN ALLOWANCE
them myself."
town at foot of Moosehead Lake and
*$oltl only with Philco Iliqh-F.ffirlency
Mrs.
Z.
C.
Burgess,
Aerial to inture gnaleit foreign reception.
is ever a booster for the Pine Tree
Many More
North Haven, Sept. 12.
State.

“Love Under Fire”

READ THE ADS

IN KARL LEIGHTON’S WINDOW
$26,375,000.00
Worth Of Diamonds

KARL M. LEIGHTON

PHILCO

USED CARS

PRICES ARE LOWER
Now Is the Time To
Buy!

$25 to $750

From the far away Province of
.Saskatchewan in Canada Rev. Cor
win H. Olds writes: “Saskatchewan,
lng known as ‘The Breadbasket of
the Empire,’ is burned out with
drouth, worse than South Dakota
was last year. Maine is still the best
place in North America." Amen.

Every-Other-Day
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CONVENIENT TERMS

E
RANKIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

MftINt MUSIC CO.
Rockland, Maine

FRIDAY and
SATURDAY
This Certificate Is Worth $4.41

59x

Willy

This certificate and 59c entitles the bearer to one of oin- Genuine Indestructible $5 CO VACUUM FILLER
SACKLESS FOUNTAIN PENS Visible Ink Supply. You SEE the Ink. A lifetime guarantee with each
pen. Sizes for ladies, men, boys and girls. This pen will not leak, blot or break.

ZIP—ONLY ONE PULL AND ITS FULL

THE NEW PLUNGER FILLER—VACUUM

This PEN holds 200*: more ink tihan any ordinary fountain pen on the market! Ycu can Write for Three
Months cn One Filling! No'Repair Bills No Lever Filler! No P-essure Bar. Every Pen tested and guar
anteed by the factory to be unbreakable for life Get yours NOW. THIS PEN GIVEN FREE if you
can buy one in the city for less than FIVE DOLLARS! This Certificate good only while advertising
sale is on.
• INTRODUCTORY OFFER^This Pen will be $5 00 after Sale.
ADD

6c Extra
for Mail
Orders

Also $1.50 Pencils to Match Above Pens, only 29c

LIMIT
3 Pens to
Each
Certificate

C. H. MOOR DRUG CO.
PRESCRIPTION
SPECIALISTS

ROCKLAND, ME.

DRUGS, CIGARS,
SODAS

convenience that the ironing can be
done in half the time required by
------: hand and without any hard work.
A Camden Correspondent Parker Worrey, local Maytag
Conects Recent Article deale/' has recelved lnitial shipments
of the new ironers.—adv
•

‘AUNT AB’ WOOSTER

About Her
Camden, Sept. 13.
Editor of The Courier -Gazette:—
Having read your article in Satur
day's paper about Mrs. Abbie D
Wooster I would like to say that a :
mistake has been made. My grand- J
father owned and lived over 50 years :
m a house at North Haven. He never
worked in a factory of any kind. His
name was Levi Wooster and Abbie
Grant was his second wife and my
step-grandmother.
I think it would be safe to say that
nearly all the shoes worn on the
island in my grandmother's day were
made right there on the island by
hand.
The house my grandfather owned— ;
the one he lived in, for he owned
others—is now owned by the artist
Frank W. Benson. All of Aunt Ab’s
married life was spent there.
Incidentally one of my forebears
was the flrst settler on North Haven,
namely, David Wooster. It is spoken
of in Sailing Days cn the Penobscot.
Mrs. C. Kendall Hopkins.

Few who write to the newspa
per realize that thirty ltnas will
••cure a hundred reader!, while
half a column secures one.

BOK PRIZE GAME

The postponed game between
Camden and St. George will be
played at 3 o’clock Saturday after
noon, according to announcement
made Manager Dailey of tbe
Camden team this morning. The
Bok prize awards will b- made at
that time.

The tasty tenderness of our meats
will convince you that it pays to
getthem here—both for the cents
you save and the fine quality you
obtain.

CHUCK ROAST.......................... Ib 15c
BONELESS VEAL ROAST....... Ib 25c
RIB CORNED BEEF..................... Ib 15c
BONELESS RIB ROAST........... lb 25c

MAYTAG IRONER
Parker E. Worrey, Dealer,
Is Demonstrating Famous
New Machine
There is a very definite increase in
. the demand among housewives for
electric ironers. Last year ironer
sales were the largest ln history and
this year promises a further sub
stantial increase.
Complete home modernization is
! cne factor for this Interest in the
ironer. The housewife recognizes
; that one of her most tedious tasks
i is standing up and doing the ironing
by hand. If she has it done, lt means
a s-zable weekly expense. Anoter
reasor. for the new interest in iron
ers is the perfection which they
have now reached.
Thc Maytag Company now has a
' complete new line of electric ironers.'
j There are sbt models ranging from
a low priced ironer, with open top, to
a complete cabinet model that forms
] a handy table when closed. Sim
plicity of operation is one of the
outstanding features of these iron
ers. The operator remains seated, ’
simply guiding the clothes over the
rolls. The operation is controlled
either by knee lever or finger-tip!
lever, so that both hands are free.!
Learning to operate the ironer is
nc more of a problem than learning j
to operate a washer the first time.
There are two speeds—slow for damp,
i heavy clothes and fast for light,
drier clothes. The heat element is
divided, and thermostatically con-1
trolled, so the most intense heat
can be applied to that part of the
roll where the most ironing is done,
at the outer end where the smaller
pieces, ruffles and shirt collars are
ironed.
A double open-end roll makes it
easy to iron full size sheets or table
cloths, and tubular pieces. The
pressure of the ironing shoe is also
automatically regulated. There are
ir. all about twenty features of con
venience embodied in these new
Maytag ironers, which provide such

Vinalhaven & Rockland
Steamboat Co.

ROCKLAND
Effective Sept. 16, 1937
Service To:
VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN,
STONINGTON, ISLE AU HAUT,
SWAN'S ISLAND, AND
FRENCHBORO
FALL SCHEDULE
SWAN'S ISLAND LINE
AM.
P. M.
9.00 Arr. Rockland,
Lv. 2.15
8.00 Arr. North Haven,
Lv. 3.25
7.00 Arr. Stonington.
Lv. 4.35
6.00 Lv. Swan's Island,
Arr. 5.10
Read Up
Read Down
VINALHAVEN LINE
A. M.
P.M.
9.20 Air. Rockland,
Lv.2.15
8.00 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Arr. 3.20
111-tf

Sirloin Steak,
lb 35c Stewing Beef,
Top Round Steak, lb 35c Stewing Lamb,
Cubed Steak,
lb 35c
Stewing Veal,
Hamburg Steak,
BONELESS CORNED
Brisket,
lb 20c Beef Liver,

lb
lb
lb
lb
lb

19c
19c
19c
19c
19c

BONELESS POT ROAST........... lb 25c
SMOKED SHOULDERS............. Ib 24c
FRESHLY SMOKED
fl
FILLETS.............................
SKINLESS AND BONELESS*

J H5/

DATED—CHASE 4 SANBORN

ii1

COFFEE................
SHORT CUTS

BACON,

d

25/

MINCED

lb 23c

HAM,

lb 17c

BONELESS BEEF ..

.. lb 19c

FOR MINCEMEAT

NONE SUCH MINCE MEAT .. pkg 10c
CAMPBELL’S TOMATO SOUP, 3 cans 20c
PRUNES.......................... 2 lb pkg 19c
SHREDDED WHEAT......... 2 pkgs 23c
PEANUT BUTTER........... 2 Ib jar 31c
DILL PICKLES.................... qt jar 19c
SUPER-SUDS............. lge blue pkg 20c
ASSORTED JELLIES .... 10 oz jar 10c
RED CAP WINDOW WASH ... tin 15c
SWIFT’S TOMATO JUICE .. 3 tins 23c
BAKERY SPECIAL

PECAN BARS...................... 2 for 25c

MARTINI CRACKERS ..... 2pkgs 25c

SPECIAL-!

JELL-0 3 17/
PKGS.

ONE PACKAGE OF THE NEW JELL-O CHOCOLATE FREE!
GET YOURS NOW!

HERSHEY CHOCOLATE BARS
2 lge 1-2 lb Bars, 25c
ALMOND BARS, HONEY AND ALMOND. MILK MILD AND
MELLOW

|h
ill! II11111111 llli llli I II 11IIII111111111 III I lit! 111H1111111IIII111II III IIIIH111II
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NEW FALL HATS

TRAVEL COATS
Checks and Shadow

Coming Soon

Here's a chance to buy a won

derful looking coat cheap. All

colors and sizes.
Other untrimmed coats up to

$35.00

r

including genuine Harris

Tweed woven by the Crofters

The feature of our Hat Department is the large selec

in their own cottages

tion—over I 000 to choose from

Starts Tomorrow, Friday, Sept

SPECIAL SALE OF SHEETS

SPECIAL GROUP

COHASSET

NEW FALL COATS

Matrons' and Misses

Fix the Kiddies Up For

SCHOOL DAYS
Luxurious Fur Collars

72x108
81x99

An Unusual Line of

81x108

PERCALE DRESSES
$1.00 and $1.98

Misses' and Women’s,

STARK SHEETS

Black, Green, Brown, Rust

The best 64 count (same as Pepperell) Sheet in the

Others to $69 50

market

63x99
72x99

NEW FALL DRESSES

81x99

81x108

THiNGS FOR TEENS

Wool Plaids
80 SQUARE UNBLEACHED SHEETING
09c '

Plaids are all the rage;
get yours at this low pric

Other New Pall Dresses up to $1650

Remnants

SALE OF COTTON

SALE OF TOWELS

IN THE BARGAIN ATTIC

IN THE BARGAIN ATTIC

39 inch Unbleached Fine Count Cotton

80 Square Percale, Prints and Plains,
Fine Count Broadcloth,

Blanket Ends, a bargain.

$£95

I 00 dozen Cannons
I 2'/2C Cotton Towels,
19c Huck Towels,
25c Part Linen,

Crepe Blouses,
Plaid Blouses,
Wool Skirts,
Wool Sweaters,
1 win Sweaters,
Wool Bath Robes

SALE OF GARMENTS
IN THE BARGAIN ATTIC

New Calots,
large assortment
Other regular 1.50 Hats

IN THE BARGAIN ATTIC

IN THE BARGAIN ATTIC

Ladies’ Spun Rayon Dresses $1.S8

Ladies' Prints and Acetates,
Children’s New Percales,
Boys' Wash Suits,

OTHER REAL BARGAINS

2.85
59c
59c

Curtain Remnants,
yd
M n’s Fancy Rayon Hcse, pr
Children’s All Wool Sweaters,
Bays' Part Wool Sweaters,
Congolcum Mats,
09c to
31 in. Luncheon Cloths,

SENTER CRANE COMPANY
Lcbster stew will bi served during
Miss Elizabeth Thurston and
James H. East,, who graduated
John Blethen. Jr., entered Uni
A circus display may be seen at
Mrs. Ruth Sanborn will be director
Ihe broadcast at the Aurora Lodge
Miss
Helen
Stetson
are
having
their
from
Rockland
High
School
in
June,
versity
of
Maine
yesterday.
i Masonic Temple store window which of music at Islesboro this school year,
meeting tonight. Th" broadcast beis a part of the advertising arrange adding to her similar duties ln annua! vacation from the E. B. has entered Colby College.
Ponzi Cochran and Butch Wooster, gins at 10 o'clock.
Crockett
Storement of the Elks coming production. Thomaston.
Arthur Merrow, who has been em local mutt stars, are billed for to
The newly-formed chess and
ployed
by Lady Knox Beauty Shop night's boxing exhibition in Port
Members of Ruth Mayhew Tent.
The Rotary Club advertises “an
Pearl Fiske has sold his residence checker club which has been func
iw SEPTEMBER «w
able and beloved speaker," for tomor at Ingraham Hill to Ernest Brazier tioning successfully for the past few is r.ow with the Du Barry shop ln Fairfield. Cochran fights Frankie D.U.V will motor to Northport today
Mills In Saint John, N. B. the 27th. tc enjoy an outing at the rummer
row's meeting. Miss Anna E. Cough who will reside there. Mr. Fiske will weeks will meet Friday night at 7 Portland.
home of Mrs. Myra Dutch. Past
lin will speak on 'The Constitution continue to make his home there.
o'clock at the home of Albert Crow
The First Baptist Girls Guild will
Cei. Charles E. Nason, a Grand
of the United States.”
ley. Ash Point. Transportation may meet Friday at 7.30 at the curch par Army veteran well known in this Frcs. of Emma White Barker Tent
5 6 7 8 9 lOH1
D.U.V. of Belfast who will b? hostess.
Those famous fountain pens at be secured by calling 703.
lors. White Cross and Red Cross vity, died of pneumonia at his home
121314 i5’l 61718
The women of the Congregational Moor’s Drug Store will be available
no’k will be done and plans made in Gray yesterday, aged 90 years. The
Thc familiar sign which has
Thc Third Battalion meeting. Pa
parish are asked to save articles for next Friday, Sept. 24. instead of to
192021 2223,24 25
for a special October meeting.
funeral services will be held there triarchs Militant. LOOP, to have
graced
the
front
of
the
R.
V.
Ste

a rummage sale to be held in early morrow. due to school opening rush
26 27 282930
been held at I OOF. hall Friday
October. The date will be announced orders at the factory. Wait for this venson tea store was "emoved yester Lieut. Commander and Mrs. Basil Friday afternoon at 2 oclock.
day by E. H. Crle. Mr. Stevenson has H Stinson were in Atlantic City the
night, has been postponed, date to
ln an early Issue of The Courier-Ga remarkable sale.—adv.
Hur.tley-Hill Post, V. F. W. will
closed out his stock and most of the first of the week accompanying Oov.
be announced. Owing to other ac
zette.
nominate officers at Monday night's
fixtures, with a view to retiring from and Mrs. Lewis O. Barrows. Mr.
tivities this stpp had to be taken at
meeting. The annual meeting has
BORN
Hours at the Public Library Fri
business. Main street will miss Bob Barrows attended a conference of
this time. All members please take
been changed from November to
—At Knox Hospital. Sept 2.
day will be 3.30 to 6 in order that the PHILBROOK
notice.
to Mr and Mrs. Orris Phllbrook ot Ma and the sign
Governors.
April, in consequence of which there
tinicus. a daughter. Grade Clifford.
librarian, Miss C. Winifred Coughlin
w.ll be two elections within a year.
The
Eagles
Initiated
seven
new
CARLSON—At Long Cove. Sept—, to Mr
and
her
staff,
Mrs.
Stella
McRae
and
All
Legionnaires,
thelr
wives
and
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Th? Maine Music Co. has just in
and Mrs Stanley Carlson, a son.
members
at
their
last
meeting.
At
Sept. 18 (Football)—Skowhegan High Miss Ruth Rogers, may attend the TURNER—At Freedom. Sept. —. to Mr
friends, are Invited to the reception Oliver R Hamlin. Department stalled in their store a new up to thc
at Rockland
and Mrs Maurice Turner, a daughter. the gathering Friday night, a lobster and dance to be given at the C.A.C.
Sept. 20-21—"The Circus” by Amateur Maine State Library Convention in
Commander of the Veterans of For minute radio tube tester. This is
HOWARD—At Knox Hospital. Sept 12. supper will be served at 7.30. cele
Theatre Guild, at Community Building, Lakewood.
armory tonight In honor of Depart- eign Wars, has been invited by Con- the latest product of thc Philco Ra
to Mr. and Mrs Richard Howard- -of
auspices Rockland Elks Club.
brating the club's quota of new | ment Commander Hector G. Staples.
Warren, a son.
Sept 21—Woman's Missionary Confer
ence ot Lincoln Baptist Association meets
members for the year. Al. Borneau A lobster supper will be served to giessman James C. Oliver to accom dio Laboratory and Ls capable of cor
Worthy Grand Matron, Mrs. Lyle
ln Camden.
MARRIED
will have charge of the musical pro j the Legionnaires at Legion hall at pany the latter when he makes his rectly testing all kinds of glass and
Sept. 22—Lincolnville—Annual town Woodard of Greenville, will arrive
inspection, survey and Investigation metal tubes. At the present time there
HOLBROOK-BARKER—At Newburyport. gram and there will be several inter
fair.
Friday, for the official annual In
7 p. m.
Muse.. Sept. 6. James Holbrook of New
of the Facilities of the Veterans Ad arc 190 different tubes In use. all of
buryport and Helen (Ryan) Barker of esting speakers.
spection of Oolden Rod Chapter,
ministration at Togus. Sept. 30 has which can be tested with this instru
Rockland and Camden.
O.EjS. which takes place Friday PLAISTED - HAVENER—At Thomaston.
Knox Aerie of Eagles has a jubilee been set as the tentative date.
ment—adv.
The Woman's Missionary Confer
. Jiight. Supper will be served under Sept. 11, bv Rev Mildred P McLean.
meeting at Its home on Elm street to
Roy Plaisted of Waldoboro and Miss ence of the Lincoln Baptist Associa
the direction of Mrs. Matie SpaulBertha Havener ot Nobleboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Jones,
tion will be held next Tuesday at the morrow night, celebrating the suc
are occupying an apartment at 7 ding.
Chestnut Street Baptist Church. cess of its recent membership drive.
died
Warren street.
Camden, the day session to open at A lobster supper will be served at
The Courier-Gazette appears to WINSLOW—At Rockland. Sept. 11.
Mrs. Charles 7.30. There .will be speaking and
AlexandTene. widow Of Herbert H. 10 a. m. daylight.
The Friendly Foto Fans held an, have been mlslnformend as to the
Winslow, aged 86 years. 1 month.
Marstaller
of
Rockland,
the newly music. Kenneth Moran will be mas
interesting meeting at the home of, price of the Boston newspapers. The SMITH—At Owl’s Head. Sept. 15. Albert appointed associational vice presi ter of ceremonies.
G Smith, aged 84 years, 8 months. 21
Jerome C. Burrows Tuesday night. Herald and the Globe are the pub
days. Funeral Saturday at 2 from dent of Eastern Maine District, will
if rwt president , -me
NOW, 'OUCKV'
lications
which
have
raised
their
Burpee parlors.
The Courier-Gazette is in receipt
VICE-PRESIDENT and all
It was voted to have a club album,
be
welcomed
at
this
(time.
Mrs.
a
question
MITCHELL-At
Harrington.
Sept
—
.
. THE MEMgEP-S OF THE
of souvenir postcards from W. R.
with each member contributing one’ ,$»rice one cent, according to the
os civics
Potter Mitchell, formerly ol Matinicus. Marstaller succeeds Mrs. L. H Wight
\
caSinet ■died,
WMO
photograph. Pictures are to be sub Huston-Tuttle Book Co.
COUSINS—At Rockland. Sept 11. Eliza of Parkman, who resigned recently Walter and family of North Waldo
WOULD OFFICIATE Z
C.. widow of Groves H Cousins, aged
boro who are making the Niagara
mitted to Forest Pinkerton before
71 years. 10 months. Burial ln Sea because of 111 health.
Falls trip. Last reports found them
View cemetery.
Oct. 1st.
, " •Roller skating every night but Fri
day, and on Saturday afternoons at OLIVER—At Warren. Sept. 15. Frances
passengers on the Maid of the Mist
(Hilt)
widow
of
Elmua
Oliver,
aged
111-112
probably garbed against the moisture
Frank C- Black of St. George, Spanish Villa Rink.
88 years. 6 months. 19 days. Funeral
Saturday at 2 daylight from Baptist
which predominates where that craft
who was arrested on the charge of
Church.
drunken driving, and who was re
sails.
MAYES—At Philadelphia. Sept.
14.
Mrs Esmeralda Berry Mayes
leased on his personal recognizance
GRINNELL—At Union. Sept. 15. Frank
All who enjoy beano will be wel
pending continuation of his case,
E Grinnell, aged 65 years. 6 months,
comed at thc home of Mrs. F. Helen
failea to put in an appearance yes
16 days. Puneral Sunday at 1 p. m.
standard time.
Paladino, 49 Summer street Friday
terday morning and the case is still
evening.
This will be the first in a
continued.
CARD OF THANKS
series of home parties under the
We wish to express our sincere thanks
MORTICIANS
AMBULANCE SERVICE auspices of Ruth Mayhew Tent. Win
j for the kindnesses extended during our
"LOOKIT" THIS!
! recent bereavement by friends and
WE KNOW what you want when you buy furniture. You want fur
ter activities will Include a party at
Haircuts Me (childrrn's). Adults 35c.
] neighbors. Burpees, Rev. C E. Brooks,
Ambulance Service
niture that will retain its cmart appearance through yr tr
• rrvof the Methodist Church, the Ladles'
Tonic absolutely free with each
the home of Mrs. Priscilla Smith;
Aid. Class 29 and Foreign Missionary
lee. That’s exactly what you get whrn you buy from BURPEE
haircut. Try a haircut at
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
also
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Lizzie
Society, the bearers
FURNITURE CO!
friends who sent the
RIP'S BARBER SHOP
TEL. 662
French. Play will begin at 7.30, with
361-365 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
offerings.
Next to Rcund Top Farms
9 CLAREMONT ST. ROCKLAND attractive awards and promise of a
Olive Malburg said daughter
Park Street, Rockland
98tf
1 Brook Cousins.
pleasant evening for all who attend.
Xll’lt
Rockland.

j

Russell Funeral Home

MRS. ELIZA C. COUSINS

Mi Eliza C. Cousins, 71. widow of
Grov; H. Cousins, died at her home
cr. McLoud street Saturday, after a
long illness.
She was a native of Brooksville,
can', liter of Frederic and Margaret
Emerson Hooper. She lived in
Brecksville until 23 years ago. when
thc family came to Rockland, where
it has since resided. She was a
• icmbci of the Pratt Memorial McthOtlist Church, of thc Ladies' Aid and
cf th Woman's Educational Club.
Survivors are a son Brooks G.
f, curin'; of Northeast Harbor; a
daughter, Mrs. Olive R. Malburg of
Rrrkiand; feur grandchildren and
five great-grandchildren.
Services were held at the late resldcnn Monday, Rev Charles E.
I'rr.ok officiating. Interment was in
Sea View cemetery. The bearers
were I.croy A Chatto. George W.
Gay. Fred H. Sanborn and Harold
Phllbrook.
Louis B. Cates entered today upon
a fortnight s vacation from his duties
as clerk for the Vinalhaven &
Ro, kland Steamboat Co.
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HELP
15 MILESOF
KIDNEY TUBES

AT LAKEWOOD
“Ah,

Wilderness’’

Pleases

Theatre Patrons — “To
night At Twelve” Coming

T
AT THE STRAND FRIDAY-SATURDAY
j
ANGEL’S HOLIDAY

YOU GET UP EARLY

THEY LEFT HAPPY

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY AT THE PARK

But If .You’re a Farmer You’ll Tourists Came To Maine In
52,756 Out of State Cars
Be Interested In These
During August
Radio Broadcasts

The ninth annual series of broad
The Maine Publicity Bureau is a
Another comedy has been selected
casts by the New England commis non-profit organization
by the Lakewood Players for their
supported
sioners of agriculture from the East
Doctors say your kidney’s contain 13 Miles of next production beginning with a
by
private
funds
subscribed
by towns,
tiny tubes or niters which help to purify the
ern State Exposition will be heard
Monday night performance, Sept. 20.
blood and keep you healthy. Most people pass
hotels
camps
business
organizations
this year the week of Sept. 20 over
about 3 pints a day or about 3 pounds of waste. The play is “Tonight at Twelve," a
Frequent or scanty passages with smarting
station WBZ. An usual feature of and individuals for service to the
and burning shows there may be something story of tangled relations by Owen
wrong with your kidneys or bladder.
this year’s series will be the time of tourist.
Davis. Melville Burke, director of
An excess of acids or poisons in your blood,
Maine has played host to people
when due to lunctionai
functional luaney
kidney aisoraers,
disorders, may
the broadcasts.—6.30 a. m.
Lakewood
plays,
staged
the
original
be the beginning
ginning of nagging backache, rheufrom
every state In the Union, every
“
The
early
morning
program
of
matie pains,
is, lumbago,
luml
leg pains, loss of pep and
New York production of "Tonight at
energy, getting
itting up nights,
__
swelling, .pumneas
market news which has been pre Canadian Province, the island of
Twelve" which enjoyed an extended
under the eyes, headaches and dixzineaa.;
Don’t wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's
sented at 6.15 a. m. the past two years Newfoundland as well as several
run. William David of the Players
Pills, used successfully by millions for over 40
years. They aive happy relief and will help the
reaches one of the largest farm au foreign countries as shown by the
was
in
the
original
cast.
Owen
Davis
15 Miles of kidney tubes flush out poisonous
diences contacted by any stations of record kept by the Maine Publicity
waste from your blood. Get Doan's Pills.
Jr. was originally scheduled to play
Bureau during the month of August
that size.”
hls original role in the piece but a
The first program, to be heard of out-of-state cars going east by
contract to go on tour with another
PORT CLYDE
Monday,
Sept. 20. will feature Com the Bureau headquarters building
play may prevent this.
missioner William Casey, Massachu at the junction of St. John and Dan- j
Miss Fauline Thompson who has The action of "Tonight at Twelve"
setts Department of Agriculture- forth Streets, Portland on U. S. Route
been employed at, Harold Hupper's revolves arouhd a note indicating
Bucfc Jones, Muriel Evans and Dickie Jones in liniversal's
Commissioner
Casey will discuss his No. 1.
at Martinsville has arrived home to that two persons are to meet at that
The
record
was
kept
from
9
A.
M.
departments
connection
with
the
drama, "Smoke Tree Range"
hour. Who sent it and who re
attend school.
Eastern States Exposition telling to 5 P. M weekdays in August and
ceived it, those are the questions.
Miss Ellen Grosvenir and m./J
shows a total for the month of 52.756
"How Massachusetts Plays Host.”
Obiouslyy an affair is being carried
Alice Breen have returned to New
The potato situation will be the out-of-state U S. cars, 4.078 from |
on but by which two members of'
Jersey after several weeks spent at
subject considered next day, with Canadian Provinces and 20 from |
i the several couples in the story is [
hr cottage at Marshall Point.
i Maine’s Commissioner Prank
P. foreign countries.
not ascertained until the very end.
That the trailer situation is not (
Miss Marjorie Mina and father Prior to the denouement there are
; Washburn saying. "It’s A No. 1 This
have returned to Worcester. Mass., plenty of laughs as husbands suspect
Year." On Wednesday, Sept. 22, such a bugaboo as some of the hotels
7
6
2
3
1
4
5
after a briefvacation at Hate-to-quit- wives, and wives suspect husbands.
I Commissioner Andrew L. Felker of felt might be. ls shown by the re
cording
of
only
168
for
the
four
weeks.
lt Cottage.
When “Angel" takes a day off, trouble's in the offing, and Jane Withers’: New Hampshire Department of AgWhile rehearsals for "Tonight at
1!
IO
9
Prof. and Mrs Charles Dalyrymple Twelve" are occupying the players fans are off on the laugh spree of their lives in “Angel s Holiday." Little riculture will be the speaker,—sub- There were eight out-of-state bi
cycles, and five special tour buses
13
12
were at their cottage at Land's End during the forenoon, performances Miss Dynamite's latest escapades make front page newsw in the Twentieth i ject to be announced
w
W
recently.
I of “Ah, Wilderness" occupies many j Century-Fox picture.—adv.
“The Milk Bottle—and the Torch" from Missouri, distinct from those
operated
on
regular
schedule.
'9
18
17
Ib
15
14
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas who were of them at night. "Ah. Wilderness" I _______________
1
will be compared by Commissioner
Massachusetts naturally leads the j
F. H. Jones of Vermont on Thursday.
guests at the home of Capt. Fred B. is the famous comedy by Eugene
WARREN
WILLIAM CLARK DWYER
22
2i
20
This Is a real opportunity for dairy car record with 24210. New York;
Balano have returned to their home O'Neill, famous first because he had |
next
with
8.168.
Connecticut,
j
always been identified with serious
The Warren Free Public Library
William Clark Dwyer died after a men to get a true picture of modern
i 27 28
in New York
24 25
26
23
3,500. New Jersey 3.350 Penn- j
trends
In
the
milk
situation
—
and
a
plays
before,
and
famous
secondly
goes
on
winter
schedule
this
week,
short
illness
at
his
home
at
MartinsSidney Davis has arrived home
sylvania 2.866
New Hampshire ■
1
52
30
31
29
having visited his daughter, Mrs. because of its immediate success with open but Tuesdays and Saturdays, vme gept 7 in nis 89th year. Only glimpse into the future. On Friday
2.634 which seems low because many
Director
Burton
K.
Harris.
Rhode
Oeorge
M.
Cohan
in
the
principal
beginning
today.
a
few
davs
^re
he
and
hu
wlfe
.
Chester Cooper. West Springfield.
34
33
Island Department of Agriculture came through Fryeburg. Cornish and '
role.
Mass.
Mrs. Alice Cook is the guest in EImira gtone Dwyer, who survives,,
,
. .
.
nf Mrs Hattie E Dart
and Conservation, will end the series other gateways from the White,
It is not often summer theatre au canfnrri
i9
Sanford of Mr «atne E
had celebrated their 63d wedding an- ith
“Poultry Previews ”
Mrs. Mary Marsh has arrived from
38
40 Ml 42
35 ib 37
Mountains. Ohio is the first under
diences have such splendid plays of
The annual Freshman reception
uitn some rouury reviews
California to be with her husband,
the
thousand
class
with
875,
Vermont
The New England Radio News
fered them late in the season but will be held at Glover Hall. Friday niversary. They came from Cushing
4b
44 45
John Marsh at the Marshall cottage.
43
Lakewood audiences get the best at evening, at 8 o'clock daylight time. to Martinsville some 52 years ago,; service, sponsor of these programs. I586. Florida 572. Washington D. C.
Mrs. Jennie Broadbent and son all times. A H. Van Buren has the
living continuously in the same is a co-operative project supported 566. Michigan 528. Illinois 527, Mary50
49
47
4b
Refreshments will be served. The
Winston have returned to New York role made famous by Cohan and
house which they first occupied, on by the departments of agriculture of land 434. Virginia 285. California 211
senior class is the sponsor.
after several weeks' stay at the Jessamine Newcombe, Dorothy uern53
the six New England States, and the and so on down to Oregon 4. Idaho
52
51
Fifty-six students are registered at the northeast side of the harbor.
Broadbent cottage.
Marian ghOckley. Grant Mills ' the High School.
Here all their eight children were U. S. Bureau of Agricultural Eco 3. Wyoming 2. Nevada and Montana
57 58
5b
54 55
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hoedtke, son and John Drew Devereaux have the i Albert Hill and Miss Helen Thomp reared, all of whom are living, and nomics. Other programs presented one each.
For
the
Provinces,
Quebec
leads
W
Julian and daughter Karen have re-: other major parts. There are. how- son are attending Castine Normal the death of their father is the firs: by the Service are heard over stations
bO
59
, break in the family—something of a of the Colonial Network at 12 noon, with 3.058. Ontario next with 681,
turned to their home in Massachu- ever, nine more Lakewood Players in School.
down
to
Alberta
1
and
Newfoundland
record. The sons are Charles. Wil and station WAAB at 1.15 p. m.
setts.
i the cast.
b2
b>
1. Foreign countries represented are
bert. George and Clarence, and the
Ernest Hoedtke and mother have | The Lakewood season, longest of
Miss Helen Thompson who is atSwitzerland. Cuba. Hawaii. Ireland.
„
..
. „
,
daughters Annie, Etta, Hattie and
arrived from Melrose, Mass, for a. an5’ summer theatre company is tending Castine
Normal School was
,, , ,
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
Panama. Mexico, Manila. P. I., and
HORIZONTAL
.
.
Alice, all of whom are married, and
visit at their cottage here.
j drawing toward a close and those home over the
weekend.
15-Lady (Sp.)
1-Current of air
48-Bird homes
Canal
Zone
with
12.
quite
a
cosmo

there
are
many
grandchildren.
The
Miss Josephine Thompson has fin-!
enJ°y the legitimate theatre
17- A compass point
5-A weight measure 50- Raw metal
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ben
politan group of people who have
(abbr.)
51- A compass point
ished her duties at Miss Fields to at- should not miss either “Ah. Wilder - jamin Davis were Mr. and Mrs family life has been full of kindness ’ 1
9-Less fresh
come to Maine to enjoy our coastal,
18- Wither
(abbr.)
10-Pertaining to the
... „
. .
.
and devotion, and an outstanding
ness!” this week or "Tonight at .
tend school.
Joseph Mallon and three children.
,. . . .
19- Augrrents
god of the winds 52- Unto the. time of
mountain, lake and river attractions!
___ _________
_ _____
__ example of a life lived at home, with
Twelve" next.
Ernest Johnson of Rockland visit
Lorraine, June and Douglas, and
24- Large plants
53- Sorrowful
12- Bristle (Bot.)
Heard the best radio mystry drama ana our Maine hospitalitythe home and the family relation25- Plural of seta
54- Market
13- Beak
ed Sunday with friends in town.
Henry Colp. Louis Waggen and friend
..
. .
....
in a long while the other Sunday
At the Bureau headquarters build- , 14- Uneven
„
„
ships the most important feature.
27- Foams
56-Rant
all of Taunton. Mass.
... _
Virginia Wolfe has returned to
STICKNEY CORNER
28- Light steel helmet
59- To scheme
Mr. Dwyers active life was spent evening ... A dramatization of the ing service has been given to 1.687 ! 16-Perfect
New York after several weeks at the
Mrs. Chester Castner suffered a
tO-A rodent
60- Occurrencea
chiefly on the water, his business be James Gould Cozzens novel, “San people in the month of June. 7,792 : 18-Mineral spring
32-Before
Marshall House.
61- Angered
Walter Whittington of Boston was broken right wrist, in a fall Friday ing that of fisherman. He was keen Pedro. So many of these supposed in July. 8,418 in August, answering1 20- Bustle
35- G rade
52-Dispatch
21- Scars
afternoon, down the cellar stairs of
Mr. and Mrs. George Hupper of here Thursday calling on friends.
36- Rubbed out
ly interested in all that was taking thrillers are a lot of wasted time and all sorts of questions such as road | 22- 0Id times (Poet.)
Stroudwater and Mr. and Mrs. Harryi Mr. and Mrs. Osborne Weaver were her home.
37- Evergreen tree
VERTICAL
23- Canvas shelters
place ln the world and was a great effort. But this one was well worth Information, where to go. where to
• • • •
38- Perfumed
Hupper of Portland were guests of business callers in Rockland Satur26- Wild (Scot)
reader. He was a choice companion listening to. It was Interesting to stay and what to see. where to get
39- Recedes
1- Existed
relatives relatives in the village Sun- day and supper guests of Mr. and
The following group of girls en for all who were fortunate enough to note that the nephew of "San Pedro's" the services of a veterinary for a J 27- Stripped
2- Alcoholic beverage 40- Greek god of love
29-Trappers
daj
j Mrs. Hollis Young of Thomaston.
joyed a house party over the week enjoy his confidence. He was a man author did the air adaptation . . .
41- Marsh
sick cat. where to have an aching
3- Rotten
31-Prophetess
Mrs. Minnie Wilson and daughter
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Sargent re- end at the Glidden Cottage at Mar
42- Moved rapidly
4- Trappers
Pretty Sonja Henie lias been back tooth treated, eyes examined and! 33- Greek letter
of the highest integrity, of sound
45-Superlative suffix
5- Argues
34- Male sheep
Harriet were dinner guests of Mrs. turned Saturday from a short vaca- tins Point, Friendship. Miss Olive
judgment and few’ words, soft spoken, again, this time in "Thin Ice" co- glasses made, who to talk with about
48- Manage carefully
6- Makes muddy
35- Reiterates
R. B Ulmer Friday.
tion spent in Massachusetts and Teague Miss Janet Wade. Miss
starred
with
Tyrone
Power
It
is
a
gold
mining
in
Swift
River
and
along
49- Serf
always a gentleman, and incapable of
7-The whole
39-Ransoms
Charles Naumer, Dr. and Mrs. ’ Rhode Island.
Katheryn Peabody, Miss Mary Trone, doing an injustice. He will be great- musical romance and her skating j sandy River, where to see Maine tour54- One thousand six
8- Wire measure
43- Ascend
Harry Naumer and daughters HarMrs. John Storer has received word and Mrs. Annie S. Lehto.
55- Atmosphere
9- Without warning
needs no added word of praise. 'Nuf malines and other semi-precious 44- A letter
j ly missed by all who knew him
E7-City
in Italy (abbr.)
11-City in Italy
46- Razor strap
riet and Dorothy and maid have re- from Everson Overlock of Worcester,
Richard Bucklin has returned to
The funeral services were con- said.
stones and minerals, where to get
58-T erminate
’4-A grain (pl.)
47Cure
hides
• • • •
turned to New York having spent the Mass, that his youngest son is an the University of Maine.
ducted at South Parish Church Sunmarried, where to find a lawyer to
(Solution to previous puzzle)
summer at their cottage at Lands infantile paralysis patient in the
Discovered, at last, a remedy for draw up a deed for property to be “
Mrs. Martha Anderson of Lake- I day. Sept 12. bv the pastor J WesEnd.
Hospital. Heartfelt sympathy is ex wood Ohio, and Salem Willows. Mass, ley Stuart, and the burial was
the
grouch
on
a
hot
day:
A
luke
purchased
and
one
who
specialized
i
ln
ROCKPORT
Iu P Pl£lR
pressed to the family in their trouble. who has been the guest of relatives j Ridge Cemetery.
warm bath and the donning of your In handling a divorce, and where to
Ills A
Mrs.
Clyde
Hilton
of
Reading,
in
Bucksport,
is
now
visiting
with
[
____________
best
summer
clothes
and
a
short
find
a
wife,
all
of
which
we
hope
j
Harold
Pendleton,
Jr.
has
returned
MINTURN
■U L. E C T
Mass., was calling on friends Thurs Mrs. Clarence B. Tolman.
walk uptown around In the stores was satisfactorily settled without go-! to Islesboro after a visit for a week
IelB S C o T
Fremont Stanley who has been vis day.
• • • •
and then home again.
ing off the deep end. Many troubles with Mr. and Mrs. Fred Shibles. I
*N A
•
•
•
•
E R E
iting his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Alden
J. D. Clarke was calling on friends
have been digested and satisfactorily I Beech street.
Golden Rod Rebekah Lodge of Ap
D|i P P E D
Stanley has returned to Winter in Union Sunday.
The
musical
comedy.
"Double
Or
pleton conferred the degree on a
adjusted.
•
The weekly meetings of the Fred ,
Haven, Fla.
Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Leach of class of four candidates for Mystic
Nothing" has the best surprise end
Thousands have left with a happy a. Norwood W.R.C. will be resumed
s
A L P
Miss Dorothy Johnson who has South Union were guests Sunday of Rebekah Lodge of Warren, Monday
ing of any films ln its line so far smile and profuse expression of ap Friday night of this week, following
R o E
NE
been visiting friends at Clark Island Mr. and Mrs Elmer Creamer.
this year . . . Moreover, its finish it preciation of Bureau service.
evening, the candidates, Mrs. Ruby
the summer recess. Refreshments
M O o N
N
has returned home.
purely logical whereas there are so
Allen and Mrs. Grace Allen of Rock
will be served at the close.
O T 1 o N S
Mr and Mrs. Almon Dunham of
many
that
do
not
even
aim
at
prob

land,
Mrs
Avis
Maxey
of
Thomas

Carolee Wilson, daughter of Mr.
UNION
Y E N s
to cut the nation's annual tubercu
Stonington spent the weekend with
ability.
,
ton and Mrs. Pearl Pierce of Warren.
snd Mrs. Ralph Wilson, West street.
S E T IL E
losis death rate of 1.600,000.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Sprague.
• • • •
The Layman's Gospel Team will Visitors were present from Miriam
Ls confined to her home by Illness.
• • • •
Lgurence Orcutt Jr., has a new moAmong the writers: There are those
conduct the midweek service Thurs Rebekah Lodge of Rockland, and
A highly enjoyable gathering was
Those who accomplish a real day's
toreveye.
in the game who both detest and love
day at 7, standard at the Nazarene Good Luck Rebekah Lodge of Waldo
held Tuesday afternoon at the home with her grandmother. Mrs. Matilda
work
are
usually
too
tired
to
tell
Fillmore Turner who has been
i! . . .Edna Ferber shies away from
Church. Dr. H. V. Tweedie of Rock boro. Officers will be elected at the
! of Mr. and Mrs. Lester Shlbles Erickson.
about lt. . ■ .
deep-water fishing from Portland has
her machine just as long as she finds
• • • •
land will deliver the message. There next meeting of Mystic Rebekah
I Beech street, the occasion being the
Prin. George Cunningham and
returned home.
it possible to do so, but when, finally,
will be special music.
Lodge, on Monday evening. Sept. 27.
The most inspiring daily column
family are occupying the Erickson
Miss Eleanor Staples has returned
she
sits
before
it
turns
out
a
fine
per

a • • •
written for the newspaper world | Owing to the weather, it was necesThe primary class at the Naz
house on Huse street for the school
to Charleston to attend Higgins In
formance . • Somerset Maugham is comes from the pen of a woman
arene Church won the banner
y to make It an indoor affair, in year.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Richard
Howard
are
stitute.
forever
telling
people
with
whom
he
writer . . . Elsie Robinson who writes [ stead of being held on the lawn as
for the largest attendance Sunday. receiving congratulations on the birth
Ladies Aid met with Mrs. Laura
Funeral services for Mrs. Patience
converses that hls latest story will be her panel. “Listen, World!" has: originally planned. The rooms were
Next Sunday's topic "The Importance Sduday. at Knox Hospital, of a son.
Matthews with 20 members present.
Arey
were held from her late home
hls
last
.
.
.
Arthur
Somers
Roche,
the
of Our Choices." In the absence of
doubtless through her writings made beautifully decorated with large
Lawrence Pendleton of Rockland is
Miss Laura Johnson has returned
Tuesday. Rev. J. W. Hyssong offi
late
mystery
writer,
used
to
put
off
the pastor Cleveland Walter preached the guest for a time of Mr. and Mrs.
more than one reader wake up to, bouquets from the gardens of Mrs
to her work in Connecticut.
ciated. The bearers were Leonard
the actual writing ot his yarns so long himself.
at the morning service. A duet by Burdeen Simmons.
Hester Chase, Beech Hill. It was
Ames. Ear!e Grant, Wilson Moon,
that
hunger
got
the
better
of
hls
•
•
•
•
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert E. Mank and
deeply regretted that A. D. Nutting
Mrs. Elizabeth Bickford was the
Arey. Interment was in Sea
desire for further procrastination . . .
In the Paramount the other even of the U. of M. Forestry Extension Weston
a solo, "Laying My Treasure Up guest Friday of Mrs. Mary Richmond.
...
_
_ .
And
so
the
editors
coax
and
plead
and
ing
I
think
I've
discovered
the
reason
Service,
who
was
to
have
been
guest
I
Vl6W
Cemelery
RcckP°rt'
There,” sung by Mrs. Cleveland Wal
Captain John Halvorsen is visiting
pet these geniuses Into action.
for Its popularity. There is a rather : speaker was unable t0
pregent Qn I Mr. and Mrs. Orlando Cole, who
ter was very impressive. Herbert E. with relatives in Rockland.
• • • •
confidential atmosphere about the account of illness but County Agent have been occupying the Cora Went
Mank led in the evening service and
Miss Myrtle Haskell of New York
JEANETTE MacDONALD, screen
Josephine
Lawrence,
author of the place and I think I've hit the reason. R^ipb Wentworth was on hand to worth house on Amesbury Hill fo
for
brought a very helpful message. Rev. City, was caller Saturday on several star who begins her first radio series
best sellers, “Years Are So lz>ng,” “I It is the soft glow of the lights which assist Jn the discusslon of various the summer returned Wednesday to
J W. Ames will fill the pulpit next relatives and friends in this town.
on Sunday night, Sept. 26. when she
Have Four Apples," and her latest no other restaurant ln town can boast garden problems and also dlstrlbu- i FhiladelPhiaSunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Beane, and Mr. opens as star of the Vicks Open
"The Sound of Running Feet" advises of The only fault I find with the
OUT OF BURNS
ted valuable pamphlets on lawns and
• • « •
and Mrs. E. S. Carroll, motored Sun House program over the CBS net
those who wish to make their living place (a minor one at that) is that
On* application gives prompt relief. It*
gardens prepared and arranged by
day to Auburn where they attended work. Operetta and popular melo from their pen not to have many
eily base soothes the parched skin.
when you pay for your musical re
Mrs. Esmeralda B. Mayes
Mr. Nutting. Some new ideas were
the golden wedding anniversary cele dies will be featured.
friends. She says, “Without meaning cordings you can’t make your own se
Word
has been received of the
introduced by Mr. (Shibles for next
bration of Mr. and Mrs. Silas Carto. they discourage you and often lection, you have to listen to what
,
.
.
.
years work, which should prove very sudden death Tuesday at her home
roll.
times take away from you the confi the machinethinks it best for you to interesting
and profitable to
the at st Louis Mo'' of Mrs Esm«ralda
S U ■ JF A CUT... I U « N 5
----'
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
dence so needed in yourself tn such bpflp
hear Or
perhapsT*m
I'm too
particular, meinbers and to the community. R«- Berry Ma>es- molher of Samuel
Wrnorhonc
frtr, norH/,,,inr
Harry Beane were Mr. and Mrs. Ar
a profession." She thinks anyone can anyhow.
freshments were served by the social Mayes’ the -voung cell° Prodi8y- who
thur Nelson and family of Bangor.
write a novel, that all lt takes is
—John Velmar.
committee, Mrs. Nina Carroll, Mrs. has spent several £easons In HockWhile in Warren, accompanied by
courage, and that stubborness is just
Without Calomel—And You'll Jump Out of Bed is
Marion Richards and Miss Marion )port' Samue1' who now has a fine
Mr and Mrs. Beane, they visited
as good as a substlute. “Tell a woman
the Morning Rarin' to Go
Weidman.
I position with the Philadelphia Orrelatives in Wiscasset and Topsham.
NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
The liver should pour out two pounds of
she can't write a novel," Miss Law
Dr. Michael Demrashkevich who chestra' was at hls home at the time
liquid bile into your bowels daily. If this bile
RATES:
rence exclaims, “and she’ll write one
is not flowing freely, your food doesn't digest.
has been occupying his cottage at !Of her death' havin8 motored there
Mrs. Hazel Jewell of Portland is It just decays in the bowels. Gas bloats up
Single
in spite of hell and high water "
to Your hotel in BOSTON
Ballard Park for the summer, re- !from FhlladelPhia. to spend his
your
stomach.
You
get
constipated.
Your
spending a few days with Mrs. Harry whole system is poisoned and you feel sour*
0oubl.,3«M“4U
• • • •
sunk and the world looks punk.
Beane
and
Mrs.
E.
S.
Carroll.
turned Wednesday to Nashville, birthday with (his parents. Mrs.
A 16-year-old High School sopohoAlt ROOMS WITH |AT»
Laxatives are only make-shifts. A mere
Walter Gay of Rockland, new bowel movement doesn’t get at the cause. It
i
Tenn., where he is associated with Mayes had also spent summers at
Rooms
more in Waukegan, Illinois, Dan Rod
PATRONIZE YOUR
those good, old Carter’s Little Liver
Rockport and had many friends here
■
Peabody College.
principal of Warren High, and Miss takes
erick ate 25 giant hamburgers in 59
Pills to get these two pounds of bile flowing
who extend sympathy to the bereaved
Eleanor Goodwin of Kennebunkport, freely and make you feel “up and up”. Harm
Ezra
Rachlin
and
Charles
Jaffee
RADIO
minutes,
58
seconds
on
the
offer
of
less. gentle, yet amazing in making bile flow
j
leave
today
for
Philadelphia,
after
famiIythe
assistant,
are
boarding
at
the
freely.
Ask
for
Carter
’
s
Little
Liver
Pills
by
SERVIDOR
the man who ran the hamburg stand
home of Mr. and Mrs. P. D. Starrett. Btme. Stubbornly refuse anything else. 26e.
i spending the summer at the home of
TUB **» SHOWER
who agreed to rip up the check of
j Mrs. Annie Spear.
The road at Hinckley Corner has
any customer who could eat 25 of the
MANGER
been lowered, and makes a much
Mr. and Mrs .Delmont Ballard of
sandwiches in an hour . . .They don't Who is ready to serve you
WE BUY
less hazardous corner than it was
Yarmouth
are visiting his parents, Mr.}
tell us how he slept that night. .
365 days in the year
1 and Mrs. W. L. Ballard.
• • • ■
« NORTH STATION ,
previously.
AND
SILVER
yovr TRAIN'ROOM
Six percent of China's 400,000 high
Mrs. Gladys Cox who spent the
Miss Barbara Noyes is meployed at
Silsby’s Flower Shop
school students suffer from the white
TEL. 318-W
the J. J. Newberry Co. in Rockland.
summer with her mother, Mrs. Ly CLARENCE E. DANIELS
JEWELER
ROCKLAND
plague. Welfare organizations have 371 MAIN ST.
Miss Gertrude Erickson has re
man Randall, lfet Tuesday for her 370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
lOOtf
embarked on a spectacular campaign
turned to Winterport after a visit
home in Portland, Oregon,
To Flush out Acids and Other
Poisonous Waste

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

It Occurs

1 O lVlv • • • •

RESINQL
"FIRE?

READ THE ADS

R E 51N OL || &wz7n<meq

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

500

ESTABLISHED
FLORIST

OLD GOLD

SELLuoiA

WAUT-ADS

HOLLYWOOD
STAR-LITES
♦♦♦♦
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Every-Other-Day

SEARSMONT

WALDOBORO

VINALHAVEN

The village school began Monday
under the instructions of Miss Lit-!
tlefleld of Belmont and Mrs. Etta (
Marriner of this place.
I
Mr. and Mrs. C. M Leeman and
sons Calvert and Stanwood of
Pcrtland and Mrs. Leola R Ness and
Priscilla
Beals of Belfast were visi
SALADA TEA meets every test of
tors over Labor Day with their
fine quality, and because of its de
parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Dunton.
Rev. and Mrs- Gardner Mills are
licious quality and full-bodied brew
visiting friends and relatives at
Kai mony and also other towns.
you will find a package goes a sur
Mrs. Hattie Thomas of Worcester.
prisingly long way.
Mass, is guest of her sister Mrs. M.
E Cushman. Another sister, Mrs.
Harry Bickford of Bangor visited
with them Sunday.
Retent callers at Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Sprowl's were Mr. and Mrs.
Earle Sprowl of Appleton and Mr.
the motion picture business to help
Harold C. Alley left Monday for
and Mrs J. D. Pease of Hope. Mrs.
the moving-going public develop an south Bristol,
Sprowl's parents.
appreciation of the music that has I Mrs. R. H. Thompson, daughters
Extensive repairs are being made
SEALTEST
lived for centuries. Here is a picture | Athlene and Martha have returned to
on
the Methodist Church.
..
.
. . . , .
.
Framingham. Mass.
that the whole industry must look
,
__
,
Mr and Mrs Ernest Litterer and
I Frederick Jones returned from j CHOCOLATE ALMOND NUT
daughter Beverly Ann of Pawtucket,
up to for it lights the path into an , Eelfast SatUrday.
R. I., and Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Pelleentirely new field.
j Mrs. Irving Fifleld visited Rockland | . . . and it’s got the
ter and two sons of Rhode Island
All praise must go to Charles; Wednesday
"Fro-joy touch"!
returned to their homes after a
Rogers, executive-head of Universal,
Mrs. Julia Lyons. Mr. and Mrs. |
visit with Mrs. Mary Bryant.
for his far-sightness and for the (Raymond Briggs who have been
Fro-joy has a knack all its own—
Sunday callers at Mr. and Mrs. F.
credit of filming this new type of! guests of relatives in town, returned a knack of achieving full, rich
420
A Dunton's heme were Ned Kend
entertainment in such a grand way. Tuesday to Augusta.
flavor and delicious smoothness!
rick. Mr and Mrs. C. York and two
For the first time, one can listen to
Mrs. Fred K. Coombs left Wed' week with her parents. Mr and Mrs
You'll taste that in this Ice-CreainNORTH HOPE
sons. Mr. and Mrs. H Morse and son
LONG COVE
an entire symphony number played j nesday for Boston.
Charlie Johnson here.
of-the-Month
.,.
Fro-joy's
famous
of Fairfield and John F. Hawes of
by Stokowski and his mustcans from
union Church Circle will meet toMr. and Mks. AJohn Davis, son I Miss Miriam Leppanen has re- Mrs. Laura Osborne was guest of I Athol. Mass. Mr. Hawes was formerly
beeinning to end without any lntsr- day supper at 5.30 in the vestry, chocolate ice cream — chock-full
Ronald and daughter Katherine have turneJ home from Rockland where her cousin Mrs. A I. Perry Wed- of this town but hasn't been here for
ruptiens of any sort.
Arthur iNelson returned Monday of crisp, crunchy almonds! Don't
returned to Boston after spending she spent the summer Wjth her nesday afternoon.
38 years. He saw a great change and
Five great symphonic renditions frOm Camden after passing two miss it. . . it’s made as only Frothe summer here.
mother Mrs. Elizabeth Leppanen.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Donald Perry en missed many old friends.
are presented and your Hollywood weeks with his aunt and uncle. Capt. joy can make it!
Mr. and Mrs. Aate Mikkonen
Wa Ra
Qf Qeorges R[ver tertained the following guests at
correspondent can truthfully say and Mrs. Leslie Stinson.
_
A
III
Oi,-, rtlnk t A
*
.
.
WWW
___
—1
A 1
ImAMoes
daughter
Helen, Mrs. AAili
Pinolehto
overnight
guest
of her sister, luncheon Wednesday night tn honor
that if you've never liked symphony
-----------------WEST WALDOBORO
and daughter Ruth, Mrs. Anna Mik
of
her
birthday:
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A I.
Mrs. Eva Stein Friday.
music that you will after you've seen
RAZORVILLE
konen and Wilho Pinolehto, all of
Osborne, Miss
Mr and Mrs. Clifton Redonnctt
this picture.
!
-----Maynard. Mass , spent Labor Day Mr a^ Mrs Philip Slingsby and Frances Coose. the host and hostess and Mn Of Bristol were recent visitors
There just aren't words to describe
T^e next session of Trinity Union
and weekend as guests of Mr. and children are living at the Slingsby and children Donald and Patricia 0( Mr. and Mrs. Frank David.
the goodness of this film. You must I wiI1 ** hel;1 at the S°uth Liberty
Mrs William Lehtinen.
I homestead while Mr Slingsby has Sandwiches, assorted cakes and ice
Mr and Mrs Byron Mills and two
see it It's a hit.
| Church Sept. 19 meetings on es.t
The road ls ln poor condition for employment at Willardham.
cream were served.
1 sons spent the holiday with relatives
....
! Good speakers are expected. Rev.
traveling reaching from here to Mr. and Mrs. Omar Conway and Mr and Mrs. Freedom Wentworth. at st Oeorge.
Two elopements in one day is a R A. L Colby and helpers of GarWiley’s Corner as it is under con family spent Labor Day at Winter- Mr. and Mrs. Howard Lyman of
Harlow Genthner was In New York
record. Both by plane and both to diner will be present ln afternoon, ICE
CREAM
CRIEHAVEN
port visiting Mrs. Conway's uncle.
struction.
Waltham. Mass, called Thursday on several days last week
the same place Tony Martin and
Mrs. Stanley Jones and son who
Mrs. A. I. Perry, enroute to Belfast 1 Miss Ida Winchenbach who has1
Mrs. Ida Torpacca has gone to
Alice Faye took the vow after flying have been at Augusta Hospital, being U»«M «• tlM SEALTEST SUNDAY NIGHT
Friends are glad to hear of Miss Maynard, Mass., for a short visit.
to visit a sister Mrs. Myra Hall.
been employed in Augusta the past]
TENANTS HARBOR
to Yuma. Arizona. Later the same treated for injuries received in an PARTY from 10 to 11 P. M. (D.S.T.),
Dorothy Simpson recovered, so she
N. I. C. Rod Network.
Mrs. Lulu Pirttinen has returned
Mrs. A- I. Perry motored to Owl's year, has returned home to accept
day. Miriam Hopkins and Director auto accident came home Friday.
I is able to leave the hospital where
from a Portland hospital and is be Mr and Mrs. Sewell Wagle and Hpad pr|day with her daughter Mrs. the position as teacher in the Dutch
Anatol Litvak took a plane to the While still in bed they are considered
she underwent an appendicitis opera
ing cared for by Mrs. Pakkala of|son Richard passed the holiday recess R E Coose and granddaughter Mrs. Neck school for the coming year
out of danger, a daughter Geraldine
same place to say. "I do."
tion late in August.
Georges River
j here at their old home.
Donald Smith and called on Mrs. L.
Mr and Mrs. Alfred Borden of Bath
is still there.
A ST. GEORGE RAID
Mrs. Maud Ogilvie, daughter Eliza
The rumors about Stokowskis'
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Carlson are | The baseball boys had a large H. Perry.
j spent Sunday with relatives in this
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Brann spent i
[For The Courier-Gazette|
beth and granddaughter Barbara receiving congratulations on the j crowd at their celebration Monday, School at North Hope began last place.
martial troubles are all over the city j the weekend and holiday in Boston in Revolutionary days
because of a certain Swedish star . . . | Herbert Farrar who has spent the
o^rge «“ue?~wen’
Ogflvie left SatUr<tay f°r Wollaston( birth of a son.
! Frank Morris is building a chimney Mondy. Miss Ruth Arrington, teacher
Miss Martha Winchenbach of Au-'
Au early St. George settler
Mass., after spending the summer at
Walfrid Ruuskie, son of Emil i in Etta Morris house.
The North Appleton school opened gusta spent the weekend at home
,
"No kissing” signs hang on several summer with his aunt, Mrs. L p Where British enmity was felt.
A captain of a ship was he.
Hillside Farm.
Ruuskie died at Fairfied Sanatorium Henry Allen has gone to Fort Fair- last week. Mrs. Callahan of SearsMr. and Mrs. Maynard Nash and]
Hollywood stages this week as studios Jones, is visiting his sisters at Au A farmer also brave and free.
H. J. McClure was away for a few Sept. 6. Last rites were held at the field where he will be a guest of his mont teacher. This school has been family have moved ln the late Percy:
combat a current prevalence of late gusta before going to the Bingham Wlthcchta^flv^,1n hu* ne^’hou’se’U’*
days last week, going to Portland church at Georges River .Saturday uncle, Dr. Herbert Kalloch.
closed several seasons, the children Gross house at Waldoboro,
summer colds . . . The Gary Cooper- , district for the winter.
j The first frame building in the town
Eleanor Winchenbach. Bette Da-i
Sandra Shaw heir is due Sept. 20.
Mr and Mrs. L. P. Jones were at
r?J2£d“
Wednesday. Reports observing several afternoon. Burial at Tenant's Har Allen Conary is doing janitor work being transported to Appleton
We,
here
at
Willow
Brook
are
;
vid
attended the birthday party of)
gardens that Jack Frost had nipped. bor.
Augusta Monday,
j Where he employed the flowing tide
at the schoolhouse In place of Olaf
Joan Crawford Is serious about
k.
.
„
..
To
hls lumber In a mill
This sounds like fall. Everything
Victor Johnson of Rockland called Johnson who went to Boston to find much benefltted by the recent rains. Miss Luella Thorne Monday after'
,
,
. .
,
..
,
_
Mrs.
Blanch
Johnston.
Mrs. Ht built with hls uncommon skill,
leaving pictures for the stage we MitcheU and daughter Mlss Eliza. a little Pass»m»quo<jdy scheme
Our water system Is again working noon at Oross Neck.
here is very dry. Saturday's rain was cn his parents Mr. and Mrs. Charlie employment.
hear, on the expiration Of her conspent &
at Mrs
Far antedating New Deal dream.
with hot and cold water on tap—
-----------------a help to cisterns and wells, but too Johnson on Monday.
Mrs. Leonard Dudley has five
tract next year and all ready she has
d
.
One evening of a Sabbath day
last week we were hauling water
Truck covers, spray hoods, canvas
Miss
Elsie
Johnson
has
returned
late
to
revive
gardens.
her nlav nicked out
Clara Bow
V
Mr Loomis of Wash- A British ,shBVlng mlu,- they 5ay,
men boarders all working on the fed from a neighbor's well. We fully cf ell kinds. Power machlr stitch-'
her play pc
•mgton,
p
q recently joined his Sailed up the river, anchored near
, Ralph Wilson was called to Rock to Providence Bible Institute, Provi eral road.
cinema's former "IT girl, and her f ,,
,E.
The captain's farmhouse in the rear
realize that “You never miss the lng. Awnings stored Rockland Awn- ■
port recently by the sickness of Leslie dence R. I., after being at Rockland
nov
noli h.v. taken
over
mU3,
0,6 annUal Vacation here. Ano sent a raiding crew ashore
i.
_
.. .......
The summer people have all re water 'til the well runs dry.”
:lng Co., 16 Willow St.
husband. Rex Bril have taken over Ormondtoomis and sons Malcolm
wltfc swlft »nd ,llent ’^althy oar,
Dean whom he accompanied to Bos for the summer where she had em
the operation of the Cinnabar and
.
„„ ... „ . ...
in hope of finding goods and gold
turned
to
their
homes.
. .. __ . — _
i and Charles are In the Katahdin re- i The captain was supposed to hold.
ton where he was operated on Sat ployment. and spending the past
have re-named it "The IT Restau glon on a fishing trip.
The profits of West Indies' trade
Miss Elizabeth Rigby has returned
urday.
In recent voyages he had made
As we said sometime ago. i
rant”
to
her home after a holiday visit
„ j j ,,, ,
, Prof
and family, who have,
Friends anuxlously await reports
the Martha Raye-Buddy Westmore tnrnt ,h
,k.,. -i
. They took him by romplete surprise
*hi this hoiise I will not stay
with
Mrs. Herbert Hawking.
combination will be separated by T
their place at Hlc C8ttIt' kll"‘d before hi. eyes
from Miss Barbara Blom, who was
'Til wHe serves Shredded Wheat each day!
combination will De separated oy North Washington, closed the nlaoe Demanded money all ln vain,
Mrs. E. E. Allen has returned home
anrt
............ .. , „
, „
the puce" wnh might ,nd! ^ricken with appendicitis ln Lewisdivorce proceedings.
from Fort Fairfield where she was a
a went to their home in Massachu- 1
main
1 ton., and was operated upon that
c
They
handled
roughtheir
the slumber
children all
small.
• . . . , „ . , .. ,
_
guest of her brother.
Errol Flynn and Olivia de Havilland
Tuesday last.
Avzaked
them from
| same night at Central Maine GenI
|
have started work on their co-starMrs Earl Prescott and The.captain thereuDon in rage
Miss Eva Torrey is ill. attended at
eral Hospital. Miss Blom was to
Z;.
ring vehicle. "The Adventures of
1
verlock attended church at, H( hlt a PTory on the face.
tended by Dr. C. H. Leach.
have entered Leavitt Institute as a
And knocked him in the fireplace
freshman. The other eighth grade
Robin Hood.” which to be filmed en Cooper’s Mills Sunday.
John Bald who has been passing
Mrs
Maud
Gleason
spent
Sunday
They seized the captain leg and arm
graduates. Miss Leoline Wilson has ;
tirely in Technicolor . . . Another
his vacation with his parents left
Mrs. Pitman and attenrierl An6 dragged him out to do him harm
enterad Rockport High and Bertrand
football yarn is being readied. It with
IF FAMILY TIES
Eunday night for Connecticut where
eh.lr.h
KT ... ... ,,
| They threatened there to kill him too
church
at North Waldoboro
Where they hls cows and oxen slew.
McClure entered Coburn Classical ]
is “Navy Blue and Gold” with Robert
he has employment.
But then the leader of the band
SEPARATE YOU
Institute.
Young. James Stewart, and Tom
Said "Do not harm head or hand.
HOPE
For he ls worth too much to kill
Miss Lorea Jameson of Belmont,
Brown . . Re-united again. Jeanette
_____
Hls b’ood with that of cattle spill
FREEDOM
Mass., is the guest of Mrs. Olive Wil- j
MacDonald and Nelson Eddy will
Mr and Mrs. Elmer True Mrs Wr'11 kin hlm not nor turn hlm loose
co-star in "The Girl of the Ooiden I Ralph Brown and Miss Wilma True ^eroklep him^X^nTthen
son.
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Peavey and
West," celebrated stage hit of early left for Boston vesterdav
Bertram White ol Vlnalhaven !
Mrs SwaP hlm ,or one ot our men "
MILES
.
''
Allison M Watts,
fairly
spent Sunday in Hinckley
California, written and produced Brown is ....
called
on
friends
here
last
week.
returning to Waltham
TentnVs H.rbor.
A Product of NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY
with relatives.
Mrs. Fred Spear and children
When the children say
nearly thirty years ago.
after spending the summer here and
moke than a billion shrei>dh> whfat biscuits sold iverv veab
[The above verse describes an In Joseph, Lillian and Rachel are
goodbye to grandmother
R L. Overlock was ln Belfast Sat. .
_ .
Wilma True will resume her studies
cident in the life of the first St guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Big City starring
Luise
Rainer
a
,
Perklns
Instltute
remember
how
little
it
costs
—------ ---------- I ai t-erxins institute.
uraay on business.
~
George ancestor of many Knox
ar.d- Spencer
Tracy ■ls one of...
thei' Ml.
_
to let her hear their voices
I John Anderson for two weeks.
Mr and Mrs. Maurice Turner are
.
...
i .
,
Ml. and Mrs Phillip Hoffman of
Samuel |
most exciting pictures of the year. stamford Conn are guesfs Qf
| County residents. Capt.
by telephone. Their voiceMrs Colby Hupper and son Jackie
receiving congratulations on the
Watts. This rhyme is based on the
visits break up her lonely
It concerns the lives of these two Koffman.s unde Howard
returned to Martinsville Tuesday
birth of a daughter.
account found in E. K Gould's book
moments. Let her know you
in a "Big City" where Tracy Is a
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Mitchell were
Mr. and Mrs. W C Wellman. Mr , prir4ed by The Courier-Gazette press, after a week's visit with relatives.
arrived
home
safely.
Tele

taxi driver and there is a taxi war.
All are grateful to learn that a new
ln Waterville Saturday.
and Mrs. Charles Childs, daughter -British and Tory Marauders On the
phone frequently when you
Miss Rainer is a Rumanian girl.
,
,,
..
R. L. Overlock was in Waterville
I Muriel of South Hope. Mrs. Eleanor Fenobscot" also on the family tra telephone cable ls to be installed next
are separated from those
month
between
Two
Bush
and
Mai
Wednesday.
Jack Benny was Waukegan's comic Pa5scn' Mr an^ Mrs Raymond Lud- dition of the affair. Much of the
who love you and yours.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Riley of New'
Valentine to the whole wide world. Wlg and ^fiushtar Faith enjoyed a stone work of the old dam may still tinldus. This insures communica
tions for many years, as rest of cable
Harbor
were Sunday callers at W. G.
picnic
at
Sherman
Point
Sunday
Born in that thriving Illinois com
be seen stretching most of the way
Rowell's.
Schools ln town opened Monday Ecross the mouth of Watts Cove.— is very good. Those living near doc
munity on February 14. he's been
tors, and coast guards can't realize
George OverIVck was at home over
making people laugh ever since. On'
same teachers as last year. A. M W.l
what this telephone means to these
the weekend.
Jan. 12. 1927, he was married to a I fa ring Lincoln of New Jersey ls
off shore Islands, as well as many
Charles Mammons of Belfast called
non-professional. Sadye Marks, who vlsitin8 at the Bills home,
boats which pass here.
MATINICUS
on R L. Overlock Friday.
is his radio partener—Mary LivingMrs Estelle Davison and family j
Mrs. Ellen Mitchell
Mr and Mrs. Francis Brown of
stone. His first break in pictures who haV€ sPent the summer with
TOU CAN KEEP
Mr. and Mrs. Orris Philbrook are
Criehaven was saddened Sunday
Auburn were Sunday callers at F.
came in 1928. His latest tn "Artists; Mrs Annle Barret-t have returned to
Brooklyn. N. Y.
j receiving congratulations on the by the death of Mrs. Ellen Mitchell,
E. Peavey's.
and Models."
IN TOUCH By
who was buried beside her mother,
Mr and Mrs. Theodore Hellier of birth of a daughter Sept. 2
Sunday callers of R. L. Overlock
That's all for today. See you next
TELEPHONE
were Mr and Mrs. Gardner Barnes
Washington. D. C, are guests of Mrs.
Style
B
Word was recently received here of ' Mrs. Andrew Anderson Wednesday.
week Cut.
and children of Albion. Mr. and Mrs.!
Emma Payson and Mr. and Mrs. the death of Foster Mitchell, stepson Sympathy is extended the relatives
Frank Payson.
Oeorge Overlock and daughter. Mr.
of Alice Ames Mitchell, of Harring especially husband Peter C. and
FOR
daughter Cecelia Young, who cared
and Mrs. Charles Hammons of Bel-'
David Brown Is spending a week ton.
ONLY
for her during a long illness.
fast and Mr. and Mrs. Harold i
in Boston before returning to Bow
Mrs.
John
Abbott
is
in
Knox
Hos

There’
Those from out of town who came
doin College.
Mitchell and sons Junior and Dana.
pital
for
treatment
no economy
on special boat to attend the funeral
Guilford Payson has gone to Aroos
Hilda and Virginia Thompson have
My! It's grand to be remem
spices,
services were Mr. and Mrs.Carlyle
took County to pick up potatoes.
PORT CLYDE
gone to Damariscotta where they at
bered— to hear the voices
Brown and
children, Mrs. Oram
risk all your lalior and
of those dear to you. The
tend Lincoln Academy.
Simpson, Mrs. Leslie Dean, Mrs.
Fred Waldo was given a surprise
materials, insist on
SOUTH HOPE
cost is trifling. What really
Gilbert Ames, Osmond Bunkei and Ralph Wilson, Rev. Neal Bowsfield.
party Friday evening by Mrs. Lucy
Slade's. A quality, timecounts is the thoughtfulness
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Lermond were Henry Mourlan have entered Good Mrs. Minnie Crozier , Mrs. Agnes
Smith of Glenmere the occasion being
which prompted the call. So
proven formula of over
guests of relatives in Massachusetts. Will School at Hinckley.
hls birthday. Others present were
Simpson and two brothers, Raymond
pay
a
telephone
visit
to
20 seeds and,
E. S. Hamblen who has employ
Hattie- Ames and Gracie Lane have Anderson and Mrs. Anderson and
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Horner of Win
mother —to friends —to
This is a fine quality writing paper in greytone or varytone.
spices.
ment in Massachusetts with Mrs. returned to Somerville. Mass., where Charles Anderson and Mrs. Anderson.
chester. Mass., Mr and Mrs. Prescott
relatives. You can be togeth
Hamblen spent the weekend at their they attend High School.
Your
name and address printed on sheets and envelopes with style
Harden of West Medford. Mass.. Mr.
Others were Marie Anderson. Harold
er almost instantly, just as if
A or B heading
heme here.
School opened Sept. 7 with El Robinson. Richard Anderson, Russell
and Mrs. Price Moffitt of Philadel
you were in the same room.
Elmer Hart has returned from bridge Hutchins as teacher.
Your choice of lettering In green, brown, blue or black ink.
phia,Pa.. and Leo MacDonald of Win
Simpson. Mrs Linwood Young and
★ 3-minute Stition-to-Station rate
— 95 airline milea — after 7 P. M.
Sedgwick where he has been em
Kenneth ar.d Leona Webber, who Mrs. Ernest Young.
throp Mass.
eveningi and all day Sundays.
ployed two weeks in the blueberry have been spending the summer va
48 folded sheets 5x8—48 envelopes 5 I -8x4 1 -8
Robert Low of Boothbay spent the
fields with hls winnowing machine.
cation with their grandmother. Mrs.
WHOLE
weekend In town.
Perfect for your own correspondence and Just the thing for gifts.
BREMEN
Mrs. Luther A. Clark of Thomas Flora Philbrook. have returned to
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Burk and
ton and friends from Vermont were their home In Portland.
Saveupto5O% daughter and Mr and Mrs. Chester
Almore Gross is very ill.
business callers in this place Mon
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Young are visit
Fowler of Augusta and Mr and Mrs.
Mrs. Flora Genthner had as callers
day.
Also ask for
ON LONG-DISTANCE Vere Crockett of Rockport were guests
ing friends in Boston.
last
week
her
sisters,
Mrs.
Dode
Waltz
Slade’s Whole
W. s. Hewett of Chicago and nieces
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Young are of Waldoboro. Mrs. Varney and hus
Sunday of Mr and Mrs. Merton
Spieee and
CALLS AFTER
P.M. Anthony.
-s Seeds, sifted,
Mrs Maud Smith, Mrs. Helen Orne. spending a week's vacation with band of Lisbon Falls and Raymond
■* 1 cleaned, packed
Miss Grace Knowlton and Miss Eda relatives on the mainland.
Genthner and wife of Gardiner.
Mrs. Phyllis Sutherland is visiting
in individual cartons: — Allspice, Bay
A ALL DAT SUNDAYS
Leaves, Cassia Buds, Cinnamon, Cloves,
Knowlton of Rockland were recent
Isabelle Smes has gone to North
in Rockland.
Arthur Willey is having a vacation
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Ginger Root and Nutmeg.YellowfWhite)
callers on their cousin Miss Hattie east Harbor where she will enter from the Morst Boat Shop In Thom
Calvin Davis of Monhegan is vis-1
Mustard, Brown (Black) Mustard, Cara«
New
En|land
Telephone
&
Telefraph
Co.
A. Bog?:
way, Cardamoan, Celery* Poppy Seeda,
high School.
aston
Itlng relatives here.

Mrs. Harold Arey and sister Miss
1 Lillian Ross have returned to Bos
ton.
Mis: Margaret Lowe has resumed
| her position at Senter-Crane's store
(By Chuck Cochard)
' after a vacation of two weeks.
I Miss Muriel Baum returned SatEoliywood—A new era In motion urday from Worcester, Mass., where
pictures ls no longer just around the | she was guest of her brother Charles
corner, but a reality.
Baum.
Symphony music has at last been| Miss Kathleen Cotter left Saturday
i for Boston.
brought to the screen In all Its glory
Mr. and Mrs. Sherwood Sprowl of
in "100 Men and a Girl starring Roc|jiand are guests of Mrs. Sprowl's
Deanna Durbin with Leopold Sto- parents, Mr. and Mrs Stillman Oskowski. the greatest living symphony ' good.
orchestra director, and Adolphe Thomas Raymond visited Rockland
] Monday.
Menjcu.
Vernon McHermon has returned
This marks the first attempt by (c Npw York

THE ICE-CREAM-OF-THE - MONTH

FRO-JOY

Stuart C. Heminway, Jr., has re
turned fro ma trip abroad and is at
“Glenhurst.”
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Boggs passed
last week in Portland.
Mrs Carl Billings of Weymouth,
Mass., has been guest of her aunt,
Mrs. Susan E. Turner.
Roger Miller has returned to Kent's
Hill to resume his studies.
Mr and Mrs. T. E. Stenger have
closed their camp at Martin's Point
and returned to Abington. Pa.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Ware have
'closed their home here and returned
to Newark. N J.
Wiwurna Chapter held the first
fall session Tuesday evening after a
i two months recess.
Mr and Mrs. Edward Merry and
daughter Anne, who have been guests
of Mrs. Geneva Welt, have returned
to Torrington, Conn.
Ira Achorn of Monhegan has been
ln town for a few daysMrs. Hattie Wotton and Mrs. Carrie
Morse of Friendship have been guests
of Mrs. Eudora Miller.
Mrs. Lillian Levensaler of Boston |
has been passing a week with her
mother Mrs. Etta Davies.
Mr. and Mrs. K. L. Deymore who
have been passing several weeks here
have returned to their home in
Freeport.
Mrs. Herbert S. Weaver and family
have closed their camp at Martin's
Point and returned Monday to Alls| ton, Mass.
Several members of Wiwurna Chap
ter, O.ES., attended the School of
Instruction held Monday in Dam
ariscotta.
Stuart C. Hemingway of Syracuse,
N. Y„ is at his home here.

Test the Economy
of Fine Tea

SALADA
TEA

New England’s favorite for nearly half-a-century

SHREDDED WHEAT

XsfeiiL^i,

RITE-BEST
PRINTED STATIONERY

t

35

Slade’s

$1.00 postpaid

7
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RINSO
LUX

39c

SOAKES CLOTHES WHITE

21c

FOR ALL FINE LAUNDERING

LIFEBUOY SOAP

soar

LUX TOILET SOAP

3

CAKES 19c

3

19c

VANILLA EXTRACT Bt^“s 25<

ALL FI MORS

EXCEPT COFFEE

J ONE SHE88ERT

CUP and SAUCER

.... WITH EACH PURCHASE
ANN PACE

PRESERVES

ASSORTED'FLAVORS
ASSORTED FLAVORS

c

SODA CRACKERS h^Sdh

17c

WINS CIGARETTES
RED CROSS TOWELS

Freshly roasted and freshly ground to suit your cotiee pet

IVORY SOAP
COMBINATION
Special Pack

4 CAKES MEDIUM SIZE
1 CAKE LARGE SIZE
ALL FO-

30c

SUPPLY IS LIMITED
2 PKGS 23c
2 JARS 25c
adA3«15c

C.

ip.

AH
Or
JAR VC
TE A TALL
O If
ISE
CANS A/C
ARED

3NA

3

CANS

SMALL
PKG

AGE

3
3

,ett' A4
’age

A&P

pkgs
CANS

25C
IA,
lUC
25c
25c

PKGS

GAL
JUG 7Or
J>C
12 LB *

cam

iJC

find faz&fcbCeA

TOKAY CRAPES
SWEET POTATOES
APPLES
COOKING OR EATING
FRESH ITALIAN PRUNES
CELERY
crisp
GREEN HUBBARD SQUASH

3
10
7
3

LBS

25c

LBS

lbs

25c

LBS

21c

BUNCH
Native

1

23<

LBS

10c
10c

E Cp^food Stoies
A YEM’S

/

Heavy clothing is beginning to feel good these
mornings. Why wait? Why not get them now and
enjoy the fall days. The prices are not high.
FOR BOYS—
.......................... $2.98
ZIPPER JACKETS—blue melton
$3.98
ZIPPER JACKETS—corduroy
MACKINAWS
....................... ............... $5.88. $6.88
...........
S2J3. $3.58
RAIN COATS
$1.08, $1.58, $1.98
SCHOOL KNICKERS . ................
$2.00. S3.C0, $3.75
SCHOOL LONG PANTS
..................
79c
SCHOOL SHIRTS—“Kaync.i" '
SCHOOL SWEATERS
$1.00. $1.53, $1.98
FOR .MEN—
BIT E ZIPPER JA( KETS ............................
$3.75
•MACKINAWS
$6.00, $7.58
HOODED MACKINAWS ...........................
$7.75
HUNTING COATS ......................................
$7.50. $19.00, S12.03
WORK PANTS ...................................
S1.50. $1.98, $3.08
DRESS PANTS
$3.50, $3.75, §4.59
SWEATERS
■$1.03, $1.98. $3.08
DRESS SHIRTS
SI.00. $1.50
CHILDREN’S WASH SUITS in great numbers with heavy
pants .............................................................
SI.50. $1.98
Get used to looking for AYER to supply the Boys’ Wants

Miss Jeanette Waldo, accompanied
by her mother Mrs Mary’ Waldo,
went Tuesday to Boston where she
will remain for a few days while on
business.
Mrs. Orrin W. Clark of Attleboro,
Mass., arrived Monday to pass a few
days with Mrs. George W. Ludwig.
Her son Richard Clark who accom
panied her, is visiting William T.
Smith. Jr
Miss Rita C. Smith and Miss Mar
garet G. Ruggles left yesterday for a
week's motor trip to the White
Mountains, Green Mountains and the
Berkshires.
Miss Kathleen Waterman of Cam
den has entered the employ of Mrs.
Karl Stetson at the Silhouette
Beauty Shop.
Mrs. P. L. Whitten of Belfast is
guest of Mrs. W. A Meservey at the
home of Mrs. Herbert E Kirkpatrick.
Mr, and Mrs. Laurence Perry re
turned Tuesday from Hartford, after
being guests of Miss May Jones for !
a tew days.
Mr. and Mrs. John Creighton who
spent the summer here returned
Tuesday to Ashburnham. Mass. !
wher? Mr. Creighton will resume his
i teaching duties at Cushing Academy.
Mrs. Arthur J. Elliot and daughter 1
Miss Barbara Elliot spent Monday in
Portland.
The freshman reception will be
held Friday in Andrews' Gymnasium
at 7 3C o'clock. Dancing will follow.
Walter Hastings resumed his duties
at Lineken’s Market Monday after ■
an enforced vacation of three weeks
because of illness.
Stephen B Wilson of Sangerville
who has been visiting Dr. and Mrs
Elmer R Biggers for a week, went]
Saturday to Moncton. N. B . where he
will spend the winter, Dr. Biggers
and William Robinson motoring
■there to take him. They will visit
other places in Canada before re
turning home.
Guy K. Lermond is spending this
week in Atlantic City while attending
the National Hospital Convention
Mrs. Harriet Winslow, who has
been visiting Mr and Mrs. Karl
Stetson for several days returned
yesterday to Jefferson.
The annual picnic of Grace Chap
ter. OES.. which was to have been
held Monday at Mrs. Lilia Ames'
cottage at Spruce Head Island, was
postponed because of inclement1
weather.
Mrs. Edward P. Ahem returned1
home Monday after spending a few
days with her brother John Edger
ton of New York city, who with
Harold Goss, also of New York, is
spending a vacation at the Edgerton 1
Farm ln Cushing.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph G. Estill of
Lakeville. Conn., and their son Gor
don Estill of Mechanicville. N. Y., are I
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Arthut E. Mc
Donald.
Miss Celia Flye is a patient at
Community Hospital ln Camden.
Mrs. Charles W Creighton, who
spent the summer vacation here, re
turned Tuesday to Smith College.
She was accompanied by her son
Malcolm Creighton, who returned to
Boston, after spending the summer
at home.
Seventy-five members of Arcana
Lodge K. P and Mayflower Temple
Pythian Sisters, including guests
from the Lodges in Warren. Friend
ship and Camden, enjoyed a clam
bake and corn roast Sunday at R O.
Elliots farm at Hathorne's Point.
Mrs A. V. Barton and son Peter
who passed ten days with her mother
Mrs M K Linekin. returned Mon
day to Niantic. Conn. They were ac
companied by a daughter Dorothy,
who spent the summer here. Another
daughter Betty, who also passed the
summer, is attending school here.
Mayflower Temple. P ythian Sis
ters meets Friday at 7.30. A good at
tendance is desired as plans are to
be made for the annual Inspection.
Mrs. Amos S. Mills and daughter
j Margery E. left this morning for
Boston where they will spend a few
days with Mr. and Mrs. H. B.
Humphrey on Commonwealth ave! nue
From Boston Mrs. Mills will
go to Cleveland, Ohio, where she will
I join Mr. Mills who is located there
I on business. Miss Margery Mills will
| spend a month visiting Mrs. Robert
Harlow of Hyde Park. Edith Roche
of Winchester. Ruth Bartlett of Milton and Jane Mathews of Belmont,
1
Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Powers spent
the weekend with Mr. Powers' sister
Mrs. Ella Hopkins on Georges street,
leaving for Ellsworth Monday.

WILLIS AYER

GLENCOVE
Mr. and Mrs. Edward McDonald
who have been touring the country
the past summer, are now visiting
Mrs. McDonald's brother, Thomas
Farley, and sister. Mrs. Hudson Barrows.
H. M. Waldron has employment in
Bath.
II. M. Brazier. Mrs. Elizabeth Mor
ton. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ingraham
and Mr. and Mrs. C. E Gregory of the
Fenobscot View Orange attended Po
mona last Saturday In North Haven.

MODERN WOMEN
NEED NOT SUFFER monthly pain and delay due
to colds, nervous strai n. exposure or similar causes.
Chi-ches-ters Diamond Brand Pills are etfeotive.
reliable and give QUICK RELIEF Sold by-*alldruggi8tsiorover45yeare. Askfor—J

CHICHESTERS PILLS

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS

"JHI DIAMOND

IAAMD" .

MORI THAN TCN MILLION AMERICANS WEAR ENDICOTT JOHNSON SHOES

EAST WALDOBORO

(n Everybody’s Column

i

FOR SALE

Harry D. Mank of th,> S. S. Ply- 1 Advertisements ln this column not to »
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 ♦
mouth. Mrs. Leslie Logan of East cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
tional lines five cents each for one time
COCA COLA bbls. for sale. $1 each.
Boston. Harry Mank. Jr. of Parker 10 cents for three times. Six small words
COCA COLA BOTTLING CO.. Rockland.
Head were Thursday guests at' to & line.
1
110-112
UMBRELLA TENT for sale, about
Leavitt Mank’s.
9*2 x 11. $15 JOHNSTON. 23 Cedar 8t
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Miller were
111*113
APPLES, for sale, cooking and eating,
Sunday guests of her parents. Mr
greer. tomatoes
OVERNESS SARKE
and Mrs. Ernest Burns. South Wal- '
SIAN. 157 Talbot Ave . Tel. 568-W.
111-113
doboro.
LADY'S PURSE, found on Claremont
ELECTRIC Kelvinator refrigerator. 5
Mrs. Emma Winchenbach, Miss St TEL. 1177-R.
111J113 CU ft . for sale. 354 BROADWAY
__ ________________ - ___________ 111*113
Dorothy Muir. Edwin Burnell and
FOX HOUND PUPS for sale/black'
Margaret Mank motored Sunday to
white and Un. Priced right. BYRON
the Lookout Station, Jefferson.
MILLS. Waldoboro. Me
111*113
Mrs. Ethel Hanna. Miss Carolyn j
USED G E. Refrigerator and Mavtag
« Wa*her. for sale.
♦
PARKER WORREY.
Hanna called on George Masters at
65 Park 8t
111*113
the Bath Hospital Wednesday.
MIDDLE-AGED housekeeper wanted ln
14 ROOMS of household goods, includ
widower’s home. Plain Rooking Older ing 10 cu. ft Frigidaire. Eastern oil
Mrs. Faina Pietila and three child children assist with work. 6 WATER ST.. power
burner; combination oil or coal
109*112 electric range; Lynn oil burner, wall size
ren who have been visiting relatives Thomaston
mirrors, beds, dressers, congoleum rugs,
MIDDLE AOED WOMAN wants posi etc. Sale going on daily JARL CORin Massachusetts have
returned
tion as housekeeper for a lone man. In
111-116
I. H. Pierce. Mr. and Mrs. Ernest I city or suburbs ANNIE CURTIS. R.F D NER. 22 Brewster St . City
GUERNSEY COWS, for sale, grade
'
111*113
Bowden and children Robert and 1. Warren.
and reg. All bred to a son of Langwater.
Shirley of Augusta. Wilbur Stratton i I WILL BUY POR CASH snot guns and Heavy milkers, high butter fat Wonder
high powered rifles. R E NUTT SHOE ful family cows. Prices
reasonable.
Mr and Mrs. Albert Shuman and STORE. 436 Main St., Tel 259-R
ROSE HILL FARM. Owl's Head. Me . Tel.
______________
111-U3
2iJ2-R.
106-111
three daughters of North Waldoboro
HOUSEKEEPER, wanted In family of
SMALL FARM, for sale. Good build
were Sunday guests at
Otto three
on farm Good home with moder ings. sightly location MRS GERTRUDE
ate wages C S. GRINNELL. Liberty.
Bowden's.
STUDLEY. Thomaston. Maine ’.09*120
_________________________________ 111*113
DINING ROOM FURNITURE, for sale
Mrs. Thomas Carter and son Hart
GIRI. wants position caring for child bed room set. fireplace screen, andirons,
well of Medomak. Jerome Hilton of ren days, light housework or beauty miscellaneous household goods. Apply
109*111
work 30 HOLMHB ST. Call from 1 21 OROVE ST
the village were cailers at L. I. parlor
to 5.
111-113
6 H P BULL DOG ENGINE, tor sale
Mank’s and J. L. Flanders' Sunday.
MAN WANTED to act as direct repre VICTOR GINDLE. 105 New County Road.
Elsa Orff and Wesley Reynolds sentative for reliable NurEery firm. All City._____________________________ i09«lil
fruit trees, roses, etc . completely guar1938 PONTIAC COACH, for rale, good
were at Damariscotta hospital last ! enteed Investment or experience un- tires
TEL. Ash Point 375-13.
109-111
nteftsary Pay weekly CONNECTICUT
week for removal of tonsils.
APPLES on trees, for sale, Wolf Rivers.
VALLEY NURSERIES, Manchester. Conn.
Astrachans. etc . very cheap TEL.
Miss Dorothy Muir ls boarding!'__________________________________ 111*16 Red
Rockland 793-W after 4 p m.
109-tf
ONE ACRE of land wanted to buy on
with Mrs. LaForest MankSTUDIO COUCH, for sale, $8. twin
] roadside ln city FARRELL SAWYER
Mr. and Mrs. L L Mank. Charles '1 690 Old County Road. City_______110*112 bed $6. Natural fox fur, nearly new $8
50 MAIN ST , Thomaston.
109*111
Bowers and family, also Mr. and j MIDDLE AGED LADY wants woman to
PIGS, for sale, six to eight weeks old;
board lor winter. Apply at MRS H
Mrs. C. F. Jackson and Miss Arvilla BELYEA'S. Thomaston St
also will buy pigs. MASON JOHNSON.
'109*111
110-112
Winchenbach of South Waldoboro
RANGES and heaters,
wanted, any Tel. 138.
STOVES,
bought
and
sold;
also
small
kind.
Pay
good
price
HILL
DANE.
235
picnicked with Millard Mank and! Main St.
105*116 trailer for sale »10 C. E. GROTTON. 138
107-tf
family at their cottage in Litchfield. | PATIENT8 wanted to care for ln my Camden Sr. Tel 1214-M
SECOND-HAND furniture, for sale
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Frieswych and home MRS C E GROTTON. 138 Camden St.. Tel. 1214-M._______________ 95-tf Stoves, store fixtures, office fixtures. 235
children. Mr and Mrs. Theodore I
Main St, HILL DANE.
105*116
GIRL, wanted for general housework.
Frieswych of Whitinsville. Mass.. ' MRS POLISE. 19 Rockland S: Tel.
THE ATWOOD LEVENSALER Property".
110-112 23 Knox Street. Thomaston, for sale.
were weekend guests of their sister 108-W
Price leasonable. Apply to F D. EL
LIOT. Thomaston.
98-tf
Mrs Fred Munro. Her sisters Mary
HAWTHORNE HOMESTEAD Tenant's
and Elizabeth and husbands of Mas
Harbor village, for sale. 9-room house,
sachusetts have also been recent I
fine condition, lights, bath, living spring
ln cellar
Large lot, shade trees, etc.
guests.
Price attractive
GRANVILLE BACHMr. and Mrs. Fred Scott of the
ELDER, Tel. 16-12, Tenant's Harbor.
______________
97-tf
village were Sunday guests at Ivan
LUMBER Siding. Matched Boards
Scott's.
Berry Crates. Mill Wood, for sale. L. A.
PACKARD. R.F.D., Thomaston Me Tel
Daniel McLoud. Mr. and Mrs,
Rockland 446_______
105-tf
Larry McIntire and Ray Simmons
USED mackerel and herring barrets
were ir. Rockland Saturday.
and kegs, for shipping Iced fish. Casks of
various sizes.
Write for particulars
Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose Lynch and
To Ua Printing is mors than
HENRY A. THORNDIKE. Newport. R. L
just putting words into type.
daughters Barbara and Gloria were k
__________________________________ 105-tf
It is ths ersstion of a work of art,
USED pianos, uprights, for sale, or to
Sunday guests at John A Rines'.
let for the season Phone ua. Rockland
it a simple little announcement
Mrs. Laura Orfl of Rockland has bs
980.
STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
or an elaborate booklet. Hence
B&D
returned from Knox Hospital
we take all the pride of an artist
Angus McLoud of Rockland was a in hie craft, in each job; and that
R
R
WIDTHS
ia the secret of tha superlative
Sunday guest at Joseph Olande's.
♦
♦
quality of Tha Courier-Gazette
Twenty-five relatives and friends
»
ROCKLAND, MAINE gave James Mank a surprise party Printing.
R
Monday night in observance of his
SECOND floor furnished Apt . heated
to let at 14 MASONIC ST.
111*113
birthday. The time was spent soAFTER Oct. 1. rent at 48 Grace Sti
i ciallv and refreshments were served.
all modern. TEL 133.
111-tf

LOST AND FOUND

WANTED

346 MAIN STREET,

TO LET

The Courier - Gazette

ENDICOTT ^JOHNSON

FIVE ROOM, all modern, heated apart
ment. to let. with garage Oet located
before winter comes
Apply .MEN'S
SHOP, corner Main Ac Park Streets.
111-tf
MODERN furnished room to rent.
Gentlemen preferred. 28 or 30 MA
111*113
SONIC STEET Tel. 1177-J.
TO CAREFUL TENANTS Oct 5. 7room house to let at South End near
business district; all conveniences and
garage TEL 493-W between 9am and
4 p. m.
111-16
FURNISHED Apartment, to let. for the
winter at 21 TALBOT AVE , Tel 8-R

AMtaiCAS M£ATIST INDUSTRIAL DEMICIACY

FOR RENT FOR THE WINTER
will attend the meeting of the Maine
Library Association at Lakewood
Mrs. Charles Warner Jones o! today.
Walter Hlrt and son Jack of Bo
Jersey City. N. J., is the guest of
her sister Mrs. John L. Tewksbury, gota N J . have been recent guests
of Mrs. P J. Good. Elm street.
Pearl street.
Mrs Inez Crosby left Wednesday
SOME SCHOOL FACTS
ir.oining for Milwaukee, Wls.. to at
tend the International Association of
Stale Has 193 Class A High Schools
Rebekah Assemblies, I.O.O.F.
and 282 Secondary Schools
Miss Virginia Jamieson has re

AT REASONABLE PRICE

CAMDEN

turned from Brookline. Mass., where
she has been the guest of Dr. and
Mrs. Harry Holt.
Capt. and Mrs. W B Watson of
Bernard are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank H Wilbur. Sea street.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Clark take
pleasure In announcing the engage
ment of their dauhter Vera, to Ray
mond Ayers of Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs Prank Hart and sons
have returned to Ridley Park. Penn.
after a visit with their parents. Dr
and Mrs. Willis Hart and Mr and
Mrs. John Taylor.
Clarence Mitchell was the lucky
man at the Comique theatre Tues
day night, winning $160. Next Tues
day $60 will be given away.
Mr. and Mrs. Loranus Hatch and
son Richard have returned to their
home in Sheffield. Ala., after a visit
with their parents. Mr. and Mrs. W
E. Hatch and Mr. and Mrs Finlay
Calder.
The Philathea Class of the Chest
nut street Baptist Church will hold
the first meeting of the season at the
church parlors on Friday. Covered
dish supper at 6.30, followed by the
business meeting and a program at
730.
The ladies of the Methodist Church
met at the vestry Wednesday after
noon.
The Chestnut street
Baptist
Church school picnic will be held
Saturday at the Belfast Park. Cars
and bus will leave the church at 10
a m., returning at 4.30 Take pic
nic lunch and drinks as Clark's store
is closed and only water can be pro
cured. Members of the parish who
can furnish cars for one trip, or both,
please notify Rev. W F. Brown. If
stormy, the picnic will be held the
following Saturday.
Mrs. Charles Griffith of Philadel
phia. a member of the summer colonylias presented to the Camden Public
LtSrary a book of reproductions of
mural paintings In the State Capi
tol of Pennsylvania, by Violet Oak
ley There is also on exhibition at
the Library a series of her Geneva
drawings, in addition to the showing
of the mural paintings.
Mrs. Ada Dyer, librarian at the
Camden Public Library and Miss
Hazel Chandler, assistant librarian,

The Maine Department of Educa
tion Tuesday said the State Had 193
clasG A high schools. 60 class A
academies. 18 class B high schools
and 11 junior high schools, "making
a total of 283 accredited secondary*
schools in the State."
•'There are 233 of these schools
operating on a two-sesslon day with
49 on a one-session day.' the De
partment said.
"Wc have 320 newspapers used il) '
166 school libraries. Radios have
been instilled in 73 schools. These
schools are beginning to be well
equipped with a program of visual
education, as 61 of them have sterecpticcns, 62 of them have silent 1
motion picture projectors and three'
schools are equipped for sound mov- j
Ing pictures."
The length of the school day, thc
department said, "varies from four,
hours to six hours and 53 minutes."
"The average length of the daily
session is five hours and 35 minutes,
ar.d the class periods vary in length
from 40 minutes to 85 minutes.
"The State has 41 secondary i
schools that offer some sort of art
instruction. 137 have vocal instruc
tion. 139 glee clubs. 134 orchestras. '
and 49 bands.
The department said the enroll- 1
ment “is increasing in these schools '
but the number ot schools remains 1
about constant.”
Except for boys and girls in some
parts of Aroostook county, most of I
the 173.0C0 pupils expected to be en
rolled this year in grade and sec
ondary schools went back to school
this week

FINE MODERN HOME
At Glencove

Partly Furnished

ELMER C. DAVIS
ROCKLAND

375 MAIN STREET

FLY TO THE ISLANDS
Leave
ROCKLAND
8.00 A. M.
11.45 A. M.
3.00 P. M.

WAY

$2.50

11 aily Except Sunday
VINALHAVEN
8.15 A. M.
12.00 .M.
3.15 P. M.
SUNDAY
9.35 A. M.
1.55 P. M.
5.35 P. M.

9.23 A. >L
1.10 P. M.
5.20 P. M.
Next To Public Landing

______ __ ______________________ 110-112

TEL. 77

TRIP

$4.00

Standard Time
NORTH HAVEN
8.30 A. M.
12.15 P. M.
3.30 P. M.
99-tf
1

AIRWAYS, INC.

9.50 A. M.
2.10 P. M.
5.50 P. M.
Telephone 338

GLENDENNING’S MARKET
993 We Deliver

Telephone

WEEK-END SPECIALS
BONELESS, LEAN—CUT TO ORDER

FOT ROAST............................. Ib 23c
TENDER, LIGHT

LAMB LEGS.............................. lb 27c
NATIVE SLICED

Beef Liver,

lb 21c Hamburg,

lb 21c

LEAN

Ib 22c Stewing Beef, lb 21c

SHORT SHANK, i FAN

SMOKED SHOULDERS............. lb 26c
NATIVE. FRPSII KILLED

FOWL.............
NOW IS THE TIME!
WATER FIFES RENEWED
AND WIRED OUT
NEW SEWERS LAID
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
PLUGGED
SEPTIC TANKS <S- CESSPOOLS
AND CEMENT WORK
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS

S. E. EATON

TEL. 1187-R,

ROCKLAND, ME.

RIB

lb 30c
LOIN

Lamb Chops, lb 29c Lamb Chops, lb 39c
PURE rORK LINK

Sausage,
WESTERN FRESH

Eggs,

111-11

THREE furnished rooms to let for light
houskeeplng. with private bath. 65
NORTH MAIN ST.
110-tf
COZY, furnished five-room house, to
let. on Spruce Head Island, available
Sept 8; sultable for summer cottage or
year-round dwelling: rent very reason
able TEL Rockland 793-W after 4 p m.
____________________ 106-tf
THREE ROOM apartment, to let; shed:
all modern conveniences. MRS MINNIE
MIES, 31 Ocean St._____
109-111
THREE apartments, to let. two fur
nished and one unfurnished Oood con-dltlon, rent low F L. SHAW. 47 No.
Main St , Tel, 422-R
109-tf
UPSTAIRS tenement, to let; low price
rent, flush closet, lights. LAWRENCE
MILLER, 692-M. Rankin St., City
____________________ _____________ 106-tf
SECOND FLOOR apt to let. opposite
J. A. Jameson store, hot water heat with
oil burner C. A. HAMILTON, 29 Chest
nut St.. Tel. 986-J.
109-tf
Large furnished room, to let w
bath. $4 week. FOSS HOUSE. 77 Pi
St.. Tel. 330.
94
Four room tenement to let at 38 J
chanlc Et. MRS. W S KENNISTt
176 Main St.. Tel 874-W
94
SIX-ROOM modern apartment to let.
Apply W. J. ROBERTSON, Lumber Yard
Thomaston.
105-tf
STEAM heated office to let, central
location Tel, 133_________________ 105-tf
FOUR-room apartment to let. all
modern Apply at Camden <fe Rockland
105-tf
Water Co., Tel. 634.

FRESH GROUND

NATIVE CORNED

Spare Ribs,

LARGE heated front room, to let; up
stairs 25 OAK STREET
111*113
FIVE ROOM apartment to let Modern
corvenlences. Knox Street. Thomaston.
L. W THORNDIKE. Thomaston 169-3
________________________________ 111*113
SINGLE HOUSE, to let, Rockland St.,
garagez Inquire SHAFTER. 15 Rockland
8t ____
111-tf
FOUR ROOMS, to let. partly furnished,
rert reasonable. TEL 1199-W
110-lt
HEATED furnished apartment to le)
three rooms and bath, adults only R E
MAGUNE. 186 No Main St . Tel. 755-M

FANCY SLICED

lb 27c Bacon,

lb 25c

ROLL

doz 37c Butter,

lb 39c

; MISCELLANEOUS !
SPIRITUAL READING. Present-Future
16 questions answered. 25c and stamp.
GEORGE A JONES. Bluehlll Falls
!________________________________ 1111*113
! CHAIRS CANED, every description.
1 Called for and delivered. Drop card to
L. P NEWBERT. 30 Prescott St.. City.
|__________________________________ lll*lt
PIANO, vocal. Hawaiian guitar, piano
accordion lessons at your home. $1.
i C. A LUNDELL, Friendship.
94*96-tf
WATCHMAKER- Repairing
watches,
i clocks, antiques all kinds. Call and de
liver. S ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23 Amesbury St.. Rockland. Tel. 958-J.
105-tf
J CIDER MILL starts Sept. 24 and runs
Fridays and Tuesdays. Sweet cider 25c
i gal; also 10 tons blue Joint grass for
: sale, cheap. SIMONTON. Rockville.
______________ 109-111
YARN—We are prepared to make your
wool Into yarn. Write for prices. Also
yarn for sale
H. A. BARTLETT. Harmony. Maine.
107*118
, BRICK, cement, plastering and rock
work, painting of all kinds. Ca’l A. W.
GRAY, Tel, 8333
105-tf
LADIES—ReHable hair goods at Rock
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall oiders
solicited H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J

105-tf

Every-Other-Day
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FROM PALESTINE

®SOCl ETY

Returning Pastor Tells of
Ghost Towns of the Old

HOSE

RINGLESS
PURE SILK

Slim

Luxuriously
Furred

Sleek and
Lovely

Testament
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald, home
from Palestine, brought a wealth of
interesting information which will be
first Imparted to the First Bap
tist Church of which he is pastor;
and a little later to the Baptist
Men’s League, which he recently
served as president. Both organi
zations look forward to a rare treat.
Miss Marie Eorgan has returned
"One of the best words to describe
from Hartford, Conn., where she was
Palestine
is the word, diversity.” says
the guest of her sister. Miss Mabel
Mr. MacDonald. “You can travel the
Eorgan; also visiting for a week, en
length of it in a day by motor. You
Mrs. Helen Fales and Mrs. L. B. route ln Portiand and Lewiston.
Lovdy theers
can go from its eastern boundary to
Fales have returned to their home In
with
long wearing
; its western boundary in half a day,
H. Vesper Burton has returned to
Belmont, Mass.
qualities
. . . grand
yet
you
have
contrasts
In
its
climate,
Brighton. Mass., after a few days’
civilization,
creed
not
to
be
found
everyday
stock
visit
with
his
sister,
Mrs.
Edgar
Miss Doris Herbert of Boston is
anywhere else in the world. It has
ings! Well rein
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. P. E. Hill Newhall, Broadway.
been called a ’miniature cosmos.’
at their new home on James street.
forced. 8 to 10%,
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Rawley of
“In a few hours you can go from j
the perennial snows of Hermon to !
Miss Lucille Durette ls recovering Brewer have returned home after
Seme ’tens think only of a man’s
the tropical vegetation of Jericho.
at Knox Hospital from a minor op spending a week in Cushing at Prior
whhbcnt and ferget all about hls
cottage. They had as weekend guests
Around Hebron you will find the
eration.
wallet.
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Winchester of
! Bedcuins living the same kind of
lived in the days of Abraham. In I
Miss Dorothy Snow has returned Brewer and Mr. Rawley's sister, Mrs.
Bethlehem you will see the costumes'
Our fall prices arc your prices.
to to lAugusat after a brief visit with Annie Hasney of Spruce Head
and customs of the days of the Cru
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Snow
Albert G. Smith, a former resident
sades In the newer Jewish towns,
at Treasure Point Farm.
of Andrew’s Island died early yester As you stand before a Gregory i such as Tel Avivi, you wil! see all
mirror and se>c miracles performed
Mrs. Helen Hyde Carlson has re day morning at the home of hls sonabout you the activities of the 20th
century, and sometimes the ideas of
turned from a three days- visit at in-law Paul E. Taylor at the Head of with these fall suits and topcoats,
the Bay, aged 84 years. Funeral
the gift show in Boston.
the 21st. Here. too. in this little
you have that comfortable feeling
services will be held at the Burpee
land we have the cradle of the two
of knowing that you can well af
Herbert Putnam, librarian of the parlors Saturday at 2 p. m.
oldest monotheistic religions, Juj
ford to reach down into your old
Library of Congress, who has a sum
daism and Christianity. This land is ■
Mrs. Arthur Littlefield has re
mer home at North Haven, returned
clothes to pay for thc new ones.
also the second most holy place for |
to Washington yesterday. He has turned from a week's visit with her
the religion of Islam.
What an j
been a recent patient at Knox Hos brother in Vermont.
unique distinction that is for so little
pital.
a countryCamden Doctors To Figure Harold Kaler and Fred E.
Mrs. C. F. Simmons was hostess
"And the center of Palestine is j
Brown Punished Enough,
Prominently In Osteo
Miss Charlene Ramsdell has en Wednesday afternoon at her Talbot
Jerusalem, the city of tradition and I
avenue
home
to
the
Old
Schoolmates
Gregory Fall Suits
tered Westbrook Junior College.
They Believe
pathic Meetings
history. Over 3000 years' history is I
Contract Club.
covered by the links which bind the j
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Stoddard are
$25.00 to $45.00
Dr M. Carman Pettapiece of Cam
For the third time, Harold B. Kaler,
present day city with the one cap- ;
home from Hampton. Mass., where
!
cf
Washington, and Fred E. Brown.
Miss Lucille Merrifield of Damari
tured from the Jebusites. Parts of ’ den. who is taking post graduate work
they visited their daughter, Mrs scotta Mills, gave a party at her sum
|
of
Rockland, sentenced to State
the
Jerusalem
that
existed
In
the
I
at the Massachusetts General Hospi
Nunn Bush Shoes
William Parker.
mer home Saturday night in honor
days of David, of Herod, of the Cru- j tal this menth. will be one of the 1 Prison, have filed pardon petitions
of Miss Afton Bates, whose marriage
saders, of Solomon the Magnificent principal speakers during the fall I with the Secretary of State's departMiss Ernestine Davis who has been to Rev. Cecil Witham. pastor of the
Mallory Hats
can be seen today. Within its wall, | meeting of the New England Osteo i ment.
visiting the Davies' home ln Camden Congregational Church at Newcastle
Kaler, sentenced in February of [
too, are many shrines sacred to the i pathic Association which is being held
and friends In this city, returned and formerly of this city, will take
this year to 18 months to three years I
three
religions
already
mentioned.
in
conjunction
with
the
Maine
Oste

Holeproof Hose
yesterday to Montreal, where for place Sept. 26.
"What delightful excursions we1 opathic Association Friday and Sat cn a larceny charge, said ln his peti
some years she has been employed by
made
from this ancient center! I urday of next week, at Hotel Emer tion that the ’’eight months" of hls
the Immigration Department.
sentence served "have punished him
•
The Misses Catherine and Eliza
South, to Bethlehem, birthplace of , son, York Harbor, Maine.
David and of Jesus. On to Hebron [ Dr. Pettapiece is we'! known in sufficiently.” He also said he had a
Mrs. H. I. Hix. who has been spend beth Fischer, daughters of Mr. and ,
with its cave of the Patriarchs. East Maine and Philadelphia for his x-ray j father and wife who needed hls sup
ing the summer at Crescent Beach, Mrs. F. M. Faber of Peoria. Ill., Miss
Janet
Keene,
daughter
of
Mrs.
Wil!
down through the Judeati Wilderness work. He is now in charge of the port.
has closed her cottage and will be
Blown, sentenced in November.
to the palm-bordered Jericho and the Radiographic Department of the new
with Miss Carrie Brainerd, Masonic son B Keene of Montclair, N, J.. |
| 1933, to 8 to 18 years on a robbery
and
Miss
Martha
Wlswall,
daughter
tapid-flowing Jordan where it emp Maine Osteopathic Hospital and his
street, for a time,
of Dr. and Mrs. E. H. Wiswell of 416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
ties itself into the Dead Sea. West, review of x-ray pathology will be In j charge contended in his petition that
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Munsey Wellesley, Mass„ are attending !
through the wild hill-country of cluded in his address at the meeting. the sentence imposed upon him "was
were hosts this week to the Nitsum- Smith College this year, all being:
Judea to the blossoming .orange The title of his address is "Pertinent exceptionally heavy for the crime
committed," and expressed hls belief
sosum Club. Honors at cards went to members of the freshman class with ; William Seavey goes today to visit groves of the costal plain, dotted with Roentgen Topics."
he had been sufficiently punished."
Mrs. Walter Carroll and Frederick the exception of Miss Catherine
Jewish
agricultural
colonies-remarkOther
subjects
to
be
discussed
will
his sisters in Bangor and Brewer.
i
He added hls mother and child
Richards with low scores to Mr. and Fischer, who is a senior.
In company with his brother-in-law abie examples of rural life built up be; The Present Day Status of the "needed his aid to support them."
Mrs. A. V. McIntyre.
within
the
brief
space
of
fif.y
years,
Tkeauncnt
of
Diabetes
by
Dr.
Gervase
J. E. Erinkwater and family of
Brewer they will spend the weekend te Jaffa, where the ships of King o Flick, head of the Diagnostic De Maine, is president of the N. E. As.
Miss Josephine Halllgan is re
Scicmcn unloaded timber for the partment cf the Massachusetts Oste. sociation; Dr. Gervase C. Flick of
ln
Cutler.
ceiving treatment at the New Eng
Temple in Jerusalem, and to Tel- oathic Hospital; Anatomical and Boston, vice president; Dr. Floyd
land Baptist Hospital in Brookline,
Avivi. the young city of the Jewish I hysical Basis for Osteopathic Tech Moore of Brookline, treasurer; Dr.
Mass.
nique by Dr. George S. Rothmeyer. Mildred E. Oreene, of Waltham, sec
renaissance.
"And what memories crowd in head of the Department of Anatomy retary; and Dr. Ralph G. Beverly of
Arthur B. Richardson, returned
upon you as you take the north road of the Philadelphia College of Oste Keene, N. H., sergeant-at-arms. Dr.
Wednesday to New York, after two
stretching from Jerusalem to Naza- opathy; Unwinding the Shoulder by Harry J. Pettapiece of Camden Is the
weeks’ vacation at his summer home
ret and Galilee! You pass through Dr. Dale Atwocd of St. Johnsbury. president of the Maine Association.
at Owl’s Head. He was accompanied
the ghost towns of the Old Testament Vt.; Miner Surgery—What To Do and Dr. Milton F. Hall of Kennebunk,
by hls son Charles and hls guest
with here and there a village or a How To Do It, by Dr. Karnig Toma- vice presiden t; Dr. Louise M. Jones
Michael Bullock of England , who
5 ruin to mark their place. This way jan of Boston.
of Portland, secretary, and Dr. Genoa
sail today from New York on the S
tO'6'
you pass over the roads and traverse
Dr. Myron O. Ladd of Portland, A. Sanborn of Lewiston, treasurer.
6. Aquitania. to return to their
the plains where the great armies of
UUITH
schools In England. Mrs. Richard
■ the world have passed and fought.
CALF
son with her mother, Mrs. Jennie
Here, too. you travel in the footsteps
Butler, and other members of the
TRim
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
oi the One who came to bring us
family will remain at Owl's Head
Light and Peace.
until the middle of October.
“The time spent in crossing oceans.
50
I and the money consumed In paying
Mrs. Richard Britt has returned
fares and hotel bills Is many times
frcm Portland where she spent a few
icpaio by one glimpse of "Galilee,
days with her sister, Mrs. Henry H.
i sweet Galilee."
The blue of its
Randall.
waters, and the delicately tinted
Members of the Tuesday Night
mountains that surround it form a
Bridge Club, were entertained this
picture never to be forgotten- We
week, at a lobster supper at the Mc
ate and slept by Its shore, we swam
Carty cottage, Crescent Beach, with
and sailed on its bosom, and we left
Mrs. David McCarty and Mrs. Walter
' it with the wish deeply formed in our
Ladd as hostesses. The evening card
\ heart to come back to this entranc
game resulted in these prizewinners
ing spot some day when we could give
Mrs. Arthur Doherty, Mrs. Raymond
; more time to the study of its beauty
Moulaison and Mrs. Louis Cook.
i and charm."
The Hatetoquitit Club motored to
Spruce Head Tuesday night, having
dinner at Rockledge Inn. The later
hours were devoted to cards at the
home of Mrs. Cora Smith, with Mrs.
Millie Thomas and Mrs. Bernice
Freeman winning honors.

FALL DRESSES

-

SPORTS
COATS

Plaids! Woolens! Crepes!
Shewing thc newest fall colors!

$7.95 to $19.75

There’s Youth in the
suits and U in

the models.

Mansfield
Gove, Inc.

THE PETTAPIECES | SEEKING PARDONS

GREGORY’S

«ls

Mr. and Mrs. Parker Stinson were
weekend guests of Mrs. Emma Stin
son ln Wiscasset.

The Maine Federation of Women’s
Clubs met Tuesday and Wednesday
at Poland Spring with 200 members
present. Attending from this etty
were Mrs. William Elllngwood and
Mrs. E. IF. Glover representatives
of the Methebesec Club, Mrs. Elllng
wood being appointed chairman of
the Department of Education, and
Er. and Mrs. John Smith Lowe. Dr.
Lowe gave a very pleasing address at
the Wednesday morning meeting.
Mrs. Lydia Storer was soloist with
Mrs. Faith Berry, accompanist. Offi
cers elected for the coming year are:
President, Mrs. Maude Clark Oay,
Waldoboro; 1st vice president. Mrs,
Eva C. Mason, Dover-Foxcroft; 2d
vice president, Mrs. Ralph W. Emer
son, Island Falls; recording secre
tary, Mrs. Gilbert L. Foster, Bar
Harbor;
corresponding secretary,
Mrs. Leroy R. Folsom, Norridgewock;
treasurer, Mrs. Florence M. Martin
Bangor; and credentials committee.
Mrs, Frank H. Byram, chairman
Eloise Jordan, and Mrs. Elliott K.
Hale, all of Lisbon Falls and Mrs
Frank H. Batson of Jonesport.
Those famous fountain pens at
Moor's Drug Store will be available
next Friday, Sept. 24, instead of to
morrow, due to school opening rush
orders at the factory. Wait for this
remarkable sale.—adv.

Summer cottagers. Let us take down
your awnings, store them, insured
through the winter, make necessary
repairs and rehang them next spring.
Very reasonable cost. Tel. 1262-W.
Rcckiand Awning Co., 16 Willow St.

SAVVY
RMSdre*
NOW PLAYING
“BETWEEN TWO WOMEN"
with
VIRGINIA BRUCE, FRANCHOT TONE

Modish Shoes ,

Rnckland

W/M

Matinee 2; Eve
ning 6.45, 8.45;
Continuous Sat
urday 2.15 to 10.45

Ito 12
. wxJ/bL

.MUNIRAINEFl
Feature shown at 2.20, 6.30, 0.05

Blackington’s

SATURDAY
Double Feature
CLAIRE TREVOR,
BILL ROBINSON |

In

310 MAIN STREET,
FITTERS

ROCKLAND, ME.
IN

ATTENDANCE

Preston
Modish Shoes z .

polly
„

ter

FRIDAY NIGHT IS
‘BANK NITE”

IP***”

Buck
•'..wm

EXPERT

Tel. 892

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

TRIUMPH ' J

ert. .

-hr

“One Mile From Earth’
and
TOM KEENE in

“God’s Country
and The Man”1
Shows: 2.00, 6.30, 8.45

JONES

49 <*
ts*',-.. ■
Hit.xlTiStt
IN

Imoke Tree

lit'

Ran/e*

TODAY
LORETTA YOUNG
in
“RAMONA’

.M-PJ
TEL 409

Beaver!

NEW DRESSES
in

Styles and sizes for misses

Spun Challis Styles
for both misses and women

women and larger women
Immensely wearable new
fitted end swagger sports
coats. Smartly tailored,

Grey
Blue

Brown
Green

warmly interlined, richly
furred. Tweeds, fleeces.

$4.95

Wine

MANSFIELD GOVE, INC.
THORNDIKE HOTEL BUILDING

385 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Wonders

CENTRA!

NE

POWER 4OMPAMY

OUTSTANDING VALUES
—IN—

Quality Electrical Appliances
Silex Coffee Makers,

$4.95

Coffee Percolators, 2X SX $5.95-8.95
$4.50

Room Heaters, KSXTw- $4.95-$8.95
Chre.:ne Plated
$3.25
Heat Indicator
Waffle Irons,

TODAY AND FRIDAY

AAAAtoEEE

Fox! Raccoon!

Folding Travel Irons, I™, 'I*™

COMIQUE
CAMDEN

Wolf! Persian!

Toasters,

Chrome Plated
Fast Toasting

$2.95

Heating Pads,

Adjustable
neat Control

$2.95

Casseroles,

The Perfect Way
To Bake Beans

OF FA

Sandwich Toasters,
Pin-It-Up Lamps,

Handy for Lunches
and Parties
Useful Anywhere
With Bulb

A FA

dFt.UV

PI A A
«PI«VU

A Safe Lamp To
Study or Read By $5.95
Student Lamps,
$2.50
Indirect Bridge Lamp, Height
Adjustablc

Telechron Clock,

Black or Ivory
Fits Any Roam

$2.95

Mantle Clock,

Strike—Genuine
Walnut Case

$6.95

Kitchen Clock,

Red and Ivory
Green and Ivory

$2.25

When hunting for a Gift or W edding Present,
remember Everyone Wants More Electric Appliances
UNIVERSAl PICTURE

ALL APPLIANCES GUARANTEED
110-111
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With Extension agents
AND THE

“A SMOKE SCREEN”

HOW OFTEN

So Declares N. W. Lermond
Discussing Action of Gov
ernor and Council

CAN YOU KISS AND

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

THE VACATION OF SALZEDO

Unplucked eyebrows, mighty little
makeup, a simple girlish coiffure, a
winsome, unsophisticated smile—
fresh, unspoiled beauty carried 17year-old Bette Cooper of Hacketts
town, N. J., to the title of “Miss
America" at the Atlantic City na
tional contest, and proved to the
world that radiant charm flourishes
in America's small towns as well as ln
metropolitan centers.

r composing, organizing, etc., how can
(Continued from Page One)
--------------------------------- ——
you call It a vacation? He laughterski came to Salzedo in despair: What ..Qh but you see, here I wear no tie,
EW husbands can understand
shall I do? There ls no money. The i have the ocean at my feet, I can
Knox Arboretum. Sept. 11.
why a wife should turn from a
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
debt must be paid to continue the care wake up in the night and smell the
pleasant companion into a shrew
for one whole week In every month.
i salt spray, and can even dash out at
Your heading to the letter to the
of my loved one."
You can say “I’m sorry” and
midnight with a friend to view the
Oovernor from our Academ' Council.
kiss and make up easier before
Salzedo
went
back
to
America,
marriage than after. If you're wise
Northern Lights!
Regents and Trustees, anc his reply
and if you want to hold your hus
shaping plans for raising the money.
And then it was time to depart.
Agriculture
start this week with meetings Satur- j Myrtle Taylor and Mrs. Harry Pat to same; and my second reply to tht
band, you won't be a three-quarter
wife.
He thought of a benefit affair, and ; And when again I am privileged to
I Governor, is somewhat misleading.
day.
in
Washington,
Burkettville,
,
terson.
For three generations one woman
Fred Bryant of North Edgecomb
I in that you emphasize the $25 salary
consulted Koussevltzsky and othei hear Carlos Salzedo, the artist, I
Appieton and East Union; Sept. 20. i
has told another how to go ‘‘smil
has his barn completed and partly Union and Montsweag; Sept. 21,! Don't forget your local canning. M
ing
through” with Lydia E. Pinkthat were tj,e all-important
Russian artist friends of Nijinski's. I sha» recal> the pleasant chat we had,
ham's Vegetable Compound. It
filled with birds. He has three stories. D„marlscotta Nobleboro and White- contest! Be sure to exhibit one non thing. It is not. The all-important
DON’T USUALLY COPY
and feel that we met in common in
helps Nature tone up the system,
Koussevltzsky dampened the idea of a
thus lessening the discomforts from
terests, on that one bright sunny
H. C Hope of Bremen has also com- field; Sept. 22. Bunker Hill. Bristol, I ac*d vegetable and one fruit.
matter is the action of the present
the functional disorders which
benefit, from which very little is September afternoon In 1937
Governor and Council, whereby they i
women must endure in the three
Japan's war forces Tuesday took a
Tieted the remodeling of hls barn and Aina and Boothbay; Sept. 23. North
4-H Club Notes
ordeals of life: 1. Turning from
actually realized after endless effort.
refuse
to
give
any
further
financial
j
tip from American advertising meth
has most of his pullets housed.
Edgecomb. West Aina, Sheepscot and
girlhood
to
womanhood.
2.
Pre

The first club to finish 100% this aid to the Knox Academy's science I
Dc you know it takes around $2,000
paring for motherhood. 3. Ap
! Edgecomb; Sept. 24. Hope. Rockport!
ods. Huge letters dangling from a
year is the Sheepscot 4-H Club with and art and arboretum project, after
proaching "middle age.”
■ and Camden; Sept. 25. Simonton,1
gas balloon announced to Peiping's
to stage a benefit—hall rental, posters,
tPon't
be
a
three-quarter
wife,
Mrs. Doris Reed, leader, and it has the State (past Governor and Coun
Several farmers are considering
Rockport and Friendship,
take LYDIA E PINKHAM’S
residents that the “Japanese Army
programs, tickets, advertising, and
90r: re-enrollment, too.
VEGETABLE COMPOUND and
setting out apple trees next year if
...»
cil) had expended some $20,000 on
captured Machang." It was believed
what-not? Then the suggestion was
Go “Smiling Through.”
New Easy Way — No Brushing
trees are obtained through the Farm i
same. The State officials (one set)
the device would be used again to
made: "Why not approach this one
Stera-Kleen. amazing new discovery, re
The
cooking
and
housekeeping
girls,
A demonstration on Mouse Control
Bureau with State inspection. Trees
moves blackest stains, tarnish, tartar like spread information of Japanese vic
place
Knox
Academy
in
a
position
to
are
glad
to
enroll
you
Congressman
*"d
that
one
and
ask
for
contrlbumagic. Just put false teeth or bridges in a
bought in the past have proved very ln Orchards will be held Monday in for the most part, have enjoyed mak. begin to properly function. Along
Smith, ln our political army There;
Surely no one who had seen glass of water and add Stcra-Kleen powder. tories. Machang fell before the
No messy brushing. Recommended by den
the forenoon at the orchard of Wal ing their foods scrap books this year. comes another set of officials and
satisfactory.
is no way out except through and Nljinski dance, no one Interested In tists — approved by Good Housekeeping. At Japanese march south of Tientsin
lace Robbins, Hope; and on Tuesday Some of them are excellent and show knocks the whole project ln the
• • • •
all druggists. Money back if not delighted. Saturday,
art Itself, can refuse.”
morning, Sept. 21, at the orchard of lots of work. We hope you will visit head! What kind of business or by State aid).
And so Salzedo set forth, the reins
The following have applied for
local
contests
and
see
what
the
club
"I
would
consider
it
a
good
busi
Hodgkins Bros., Jefferson. Mr. Ham.
statesmanship ls this?
firm);
’ In hls hands, and In six weeks'
testing their hens for pullorum dis
folks
are
doing.
Here
is
the
schedule
ness investment on the part of the
let, a government representative, will
ease: Maynard M.
Kinney.
St. to conduct the demonstraState of Maine to make suitable ap- U™ he had the $4XM>0 in subscrlpfor the following week: Burkettville.
...
.......
,
resent
Why did the Academy's Council, proprlatlon for the support of the
George road, Thomaston; Theodore
p
. ...
ranging from $10 to $500. The
tions. He will have a supply of bait Sept. 16. at 7 p. m.; Camden. Sept. 18. Regents and trustees ask the Gover
list bore many significant names—
Caddy. Thomaston; Foster D Jame
Why pay more when you can get a
at
2
p.
m.;
Rockport,
Sept.
20.
at
7
p.
nor and Council to restore me to the ! Knox Academy of Arts and Sci
with him for orchardists to purchase
K’.eisler. Damrosch. Koussevltzsky,
son. Waldoboro: A F. Currie. Waldo
at cost if they wish to protect their m.; North Haven, Sept. 21. at 7 p. m.; State pay-roll? Simply and solely ences, establishing this worthy In and many others—not all musicians
Haircut, Finger Wave, Marcel and
boro; Mrs Charles Hendrickson. Wis
Vinalhaven. Sept. 22. at 7 p. m ; Pem
as a State work.” (Signed)
that I. as Director and Curator, stitution
Manicure
o
'B.""wood."
President
Rockland
&
hut
sympathetic
friends
and
admlrcasset; Lester R Holbrook. Wool trees from mice.
aquid Beach, Sept. 23. at 3.30 p. m.;
• • • •
would be provided with a small In
ers. Salzedo said it was not an easy
All Four For
wich: Mrs. Allan Weeks and G. E.
Owl's Head. Sept. 23, at 7.30 p. m.
come to carry on with and to keep Rockport Lime Corp.
task, for money back In 1932 was
Coleman. Jr . Wiscasset; Austin V. Miss Estelle Nason. State home dem
• • • •
onstration
agent
leader,
will
be
in
Sproul, South Bristol; William W.
The Gold Star Workers of South "the camp-fire burning." If they will
I few and far between", but the result
"The State of Maine should
and the county to visit kitchens in the Thcmaston, with Mrs. Flora Baum, give us $5000 out of the contingent
_ appro. , was gratifying and Impressed him
Cochran, North Edgecomb;
TEL. 122
priate money to carry on the work of 6f
Q{ course
$4 000 on,y
contest Sept. 17.
Frames G Reed, Waldoboro.
leader, gave a clever little minstrel fund, for upkeep and development,
ROCKLAND
the
Knox
Academy
of
Arts
and
as they should, for balance of this
340 MAIN ST.
OPF. STRAND THEATRE
took care of the debt that had been
show skit at thelr local contest.
year and for 1938 the salary of $25 Sciences." (Signed) Ransford W incurred; there had to be more
Camden
will
hold
a
meeting
on
To

County Agent Wentworth has taken
per week can be, and will gladly be. Shaw. ex-Attomey General.
money, so Salzedo suggested to Ro- ,
several samples of soil from blue matoes' Many Ways. Sept. 17, with
"The State should encourage an mola that she write Nijinski's story—
dispensed with. I am sure, absoluteberry fields ln the county. These Mrs Emelyn Bridges conducting. Mrs.
j ly sure, from letters and by talking effort such as that of the Knox that she alone knew It from the very
samples will be sent to the Experi Edna Start and Mrs. Charles Lord Frank A. Magune, Boothbay with visitors to the Arboretum and Academy of Arts and Sciences to depth. This she did—and we all [
ment Station, Orono, to determine will be In charge of the square meal
museum from all over the State, that cause knowledge to supplant ignor- know what a powerful success this
Playhouse Star, To Con a very large majority of the people ance. to encourage our citizens to
what elements are lacking Tests have for health.
hgs
Qulu recently she
been made on the farms of F M Payof Maine wish to see this Knox I seek wisdom, rather than mere has produced another book about Nntinue It In Boston
Academy project established on a j wealth and to make Maine itself bet- Jinski—perhaps not the success the ,
sen and Earl Norwood of Hope and
Meetings with solicitors for the
The following clipping from a re- solid financial foundation as a State! ter known and better appreciated."
George Payson of East Union.
membership campaign will be held in
flrst was but sufficient to keep the
! Signed) George C. Wing. Jr., ex- Income coming in.
the following communities next week cent issue of the Worcester (Mass.) i Institution of Science and Art.
We will give a few quotations from Mayor of Auburn.
A. D. Nutting, forestry specialist with the home demonstration agents: Evening Gazette will be read with
"Residence in the neighborhood
1
the
man.v similar letters received.
Sept.
18.
Burkettville,
at
Mrs.
Gladys
,-pecial
interest
of th<> Extension Service, has been in
in this section, as
Asked if Nljinski shows any signs
,
It
is.
I
am
sure,
gratifying
to
all
and
some personal association with
the district this week measuring Llnscott's at 10 30 a. m.. DS.T ; East the j-Oung man referred to is a
of recovery. Salzedo gravely replied.
■ your friends that this wonderful en- the work carried on by its founders
woodlots which were thinned and Union, 1.30 p. m., D.S.T., at the Grange
nephew of Robert B Magune of 186 ! terprise to which you have given has afforded me pretty close knowl- "No. He is very quiet and contained.
pruned five years ago. Work was hall.
He shows no interest in music or
Sept. 20. Union, at R. Bliss Fuller's, North Main street, and Dr. H. L. | so many years of labor is to be made ' edge of the Knox Arboretum through- danor.g. Of course. I suppose in
done ln the lots of Frank Harding.
a permanent institution of the State' j out the various stages of its develop- seme ways hts condition is improved
Head Tide; Charles Weeks. Bunker at 130 p. m.; Montsweag. at Mrs. Richards of 76 Broad street.
"Frank A. Magune. son of Dr. and (Signed) Louise H. Coburn of Skow- ment. If every newspaper writer of He is physically well, and Just re
Hill; Norris Waltz. Damariscotta; Mary Hunnewell's, at 7.30 p. m.
Maine could have had equal opporSept. 21, Damariscotta, at commu. Mrs. Frank L Magune of 22 Fran hegan.
and Thurl Flagg. North Nobleboro.
cently he wrote his name for the
"I
am
as
anxious
as
can
be
tha:I
tunity for observation. I am confi
Thinned and unthinned plots of pine nity house, at 10.39 a. m., DS.T.; conia street, a member of the cist at
flrst time ln 17 years." Salzedo
the job you have begun be complet dent that the press would be unani brought a postcard from a foreign I
were used in the demonstrations to Nobleboro, 1.30 p. m.. at Mrs. Bertram
determine the value of thinning in Ricker's; Whitefield. 7.30 p. m. at The Boothbay Playhouse, Boothbay ed on a large scale . . . You have mous in recommending the placing of friend which bore Nijinski's flrst j
Harbor this summer, expects to take done a wonderful work in bringing j the institution upon a sound basis name as he had written it. Then |
Mrs Elizabeth Dun ton's.
increased growth.
Sept. 22, Bristol, at Mrs. Florence 1 part in theatrical productions in Bos- into being this institution ... I am through a judicious granting of State continuing: "Nljinski shows a strange
• • • •
Prentice's, at 130 p. m.; Boothbay. i ton this fall pla}lng under the stage a bit surprised at the failure to pro- aid . . How shall be valued the 25 turn of mind. There are two children,
The annual drive for members in
vide for Knox Arboretum. This has ' years of self-sacrificing labor that
at the Grange hall, at 7.30 p. m
but he remembers only one. The
name of Dick Burgess. Mr Magune
the Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau will
Sept 23. North Edgecomb. at Mrs has scored in guch well-known plays rfached a *tage where 11 shouW ** he ,Mr Lermond’ has expended in first one came when his mind was
; Leon Dodges, at 10.30 a. m.. DS.T.; as Ah. Wilderness.' 'Death Takes A 1 preserved for future generations.. the consistent development of this i clear; the second after the cloud had i
Sheepscot. at church vestry, at 130 Holiday,' ‘Fly Away Home' and 'Blind . I had supposed that the Governor' Arboretum? Truly Its aims and pur-1 begun to descend. He is a Joyful man
i and Council had legally transferred P°s« deserve to be supported and , wh>
hu flrjt ehud but
! p. m.; Edgecomb. at Mrs. Marion Alley.”
this institution to the State of Maine. fostered to the end that' the labor ana wonders at the second."
Smith's, at 7.30 p. m.
"The Boothbay Playhouse opened
Sept. 24. Rockport, at Mrs. Christie for the first time this summer, hav- I am quite sure that it was the inten thus devoted to a public end shall
We spoke of today's dancers, and he
Whitney s, at 1030 a. m.. DS.T.: Hope, ing been remodelld from a barn and tion of us all . . . want to congratu not be lost, but its results preserved lamented the fact that the Russian
Now science has developed a new at Grange hall at 1.30 p. m.; Cam- ! already the company has made a late you on your ability to start what for the benefit of the entire State.' ballet has fallen so far from the
harmless method of quickly removing den, at Grange hall, at 7.30 p. m.
seems to me to be a successful cam- (signed) W. O. Fuller, editor Rock- fame It enjoyed in Nijinski's time.
reputation for excellent presenta
fat. Your overweight condition is
paign to retain Knox Arboretum." i land Courier-Gazette
“In my mind," said Salzedo. "America
tions. It is made up of young actors
caused by the body failing to develop
And. thus we could go on. quoting is gradually taking her place ln the
j i Signed i Clyde H Smith. U. S. Consufficient energy to consume the fatty
and technicians interested in the
! gressman.
"Tomatoes Many Ways" is the sub
from letter after letter, from article front ranks of dancers, and ln time
excess. This is remedied by the harm
better type of professional drama.
(Yes. the campaign is on! and we after article, all breathing the same will lead the word in the art. It will
less SILF formula prescribed by doc ject of the leader meeting in charge
"Plans are being made for next
tors which must quickly reduce your of Mrs. Gertrude Hupper and Mrs.,
, j
sentiment and conviction that we take time—it may not be before a
.
[ year under the leadership of Sher
weight or your money immediately re. Clanbel Andrews at Tenant s Harbor.
!
. „ ... .
,
are mtitled to receive State aid. hundred years has passed, but it will
wood Keith, the promoter of the enfunded. Eat what you like, enjoy a
Sept.
23,
at
Mrs.
Gertrude
Huppers
How. then, in the face of this state come. Today America has one of the
new life of pleasure. Buy a box of
’ terprise. who secured the services of
house. Dinner will be served by Mrs.
wide and practically unanimous voice greatest dancer of all times—Martha
SILF today at C. H. Moor & Co.
Mr. Magune after witnessing him in
of the people of Maine, how can a Graham. She does not always depict
amateur productions in Boston.
few State House officials Ignore this the beautiful—there are many who
"Besides his successful portrayals,
just request for State aid?. To shift shudder as they watch her dances—
including the part of 'The Portygee
the responsibility on to the Legisla but tt ls because they fear to face
in 'Fly Away Home,' which is consid
ture. when the question of State aid life in its reality and as Martha
ered his best, Mr. Magune has worked
never came up for consideration Graham interprets it."
with Jerome Giddings on construc
either in the House or Senate, is. to
• • V
tion of sets for all 10 plays produced.
say the least, hiding behind a smoke We touched upon the recent Cam- ]
The technical work on the boat
screen.
T'S got everything! Beauty, performance,
den concert given by him and his
used In “The Ship.” and the cleverly
The present Oovernor and Council artist-brothers, Horace Britt and.
new features . . . built-in value you'll
designed modernistic furniture in
can give us State aid. taking the j Georges Barrere. and Salzedo made
'Candle-light,' won praise from au
recognize, instantly! Come in and hear it.
money from the contingent fund, as this amazing statement: “It was one
diences and actors alike.
Turn on your favorite program and listen
did the past Oovernor and Council. of the most wonderful audiences we
r
“Mr. Magune attended Classical
Yours for justice, a fair and square have ever played before. Only one
to musical reproduction that is rich and
High School. His only dramatic ex
Lowest
deal.
Norman W. Lermond
other has been on the same par, and
Choice of
perience in Worcester was gained in
full . . . that makes an evening with your
Director and Curator. that was tn Mexico last winter In
35
the Actors' Ouild. an organization
radio a real thrill! The new 1938 FairbanksCamden we had not played three bars
which functioned briefly in rooms on
Different
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before we knew the audience as a
Morse models are on display. There's one
Front street.”
Styles
whole was with us heart and soul. It
Dr.
and
Mrs
Magune
attended
the
at the price your budget allows. '
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